May 2010

Dear Graduate:

I am delighted and honored to congratulate each and every one of you on this, the happiest and most important day of your academic career.

The University of Houston is a very special place. It is the place that welcomed you, helped you grow intellectually, and encouraged you on your journey. It is the place that, thanks to our incredible diversity, has provided you with the experiences to work and feel at home anywhere in the world. And it is the place where your dreams of a college education have become a reality.

I thank your parents, families, friends, and professors for the support and the guidance they have given you to succeed in college.

As you leave here today – proud alumni of the University of Houston – you will do so in the knowledge that you are a member of the best prepared, best educated, and best equipped class this university has ever produced. You will carry with you the knowledge your professors have shared with you, the wisdom you have gained as you matured, and the personal experiences and friendships that will last you a lifetime.

With warmest regards and best wishes,

Renu Khator

President
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*Event music provided by Moores School of Music Wind Ensemble, conducted by David Bertman, Director
THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

The University of Houston, Texas’ premier public metropolitan research and teaching institution, is home to more than 40 research centers and institutes and sponsors more than 300 partnerships with corporate, civic and governmental agencies. UH stands at the forefront of education, research and service. The largest and most comprehensive component of the University of Houston System, UH offers a full range of undergraduate, graduate, doctoral and special professional degrees. UH public service and community activities, such as cultural offerings, clinical services, policy studies and small-business initiatives, serve a diverse metropolitan population. Likewise, the resources of the Gulf Coast region complement and enrich the university’s academic programs, providing students with professional expertise, practical experience and career opportunities. UH has awarded more than 230,000 degrees, and approximately 75 percent of our alumni remain in the Houston area.

THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON SYSTEM

The University of Houston System is the state's only metropolitan higher education system, encompassing four universities, two multi-institution teaching centers and the largest university distance learning program in Texas. With more than 54,000 students and 3,000 faculty, it is the largest metropolitan public system of higher education in Texas. The UH System universities include the University of Houston, a nationally recognized doctoral degree-granting, comprehensive research university; the University of Houston-Downtown, a four-year undergraduate university beginning limited expansion into graduate programs; and the University of Houston-Clear Lake and the University of Houston-Victoria, both upper-division and master’s-level institutions. The UH System brings the resources of its four universities in partnership with area community colleges to offer bachelor’s and master’s degrees at the UH System at Cinco Ranch and UH System at Sugar Land teaching centers.
ACADEMIC REGALIA

Academic costume of today has a history of nearly eight centuries. In medieval Europe, all townspeople wore long flowing robes and gowns. The materials and colors used were governed by royal decree. Gradually, distinctive gowns were developed for the various professions, trades and guilds. Scholars wore robes and hoods to protect their shaved heads. Later, skull caps were worn on the head and the hood became a cape that could be pulled over the head during unpleasant weather. As additional universities were founded, distinctive forms of the gown and hood were adapted by their faculties for bachelors (apprentices of arts), masters (teachers) and doctors (teachers who had completed postgraduate studies). When caps and hats came into fashion in the 15th century, the hoods became ornamental, draped over the shoulders and down the back. The academic hat was first worn as a symbol of the master's degree and existed in various forms. The mortarboard style comes to us from Oxford University. When academic costumes came to America in 1754, styles were quite varied. In Europe they still are; however, in our country, usage has been standardized by the Intercollegiate Code of Academic Costume.

GERALD D. HINES COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Violet

Master's Degree
Hood: Violet
Tassel: Black

Doctoral Degree
Hood: Dark Blue
Tassel: Red

C. T. BAUER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Dark Blue

Master's Degree
Hood: Drab
Tassel: Black

Doctoral Degree
Hood: Dark Blue
Tassel: Red

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Light Blue

Master's Degree
Hood: Light Blue
Tassel: Black

Doctoral Degree
Hood (Ed.D.): Light Blue
Hood (Ph.D.): Dark Blue
Tassel: Red

CULLEN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Orange

Master's Degree
Hood: Orange
Tassel: Black

Doctoral Degree
Hood: Dark Blue
Tassel: Red

CONRAD N. HILTON COLLEGE OF HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Navy

Master's Degree
Hood: Navy, Red and White
Tassel: Black

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Citron

Master's Degree
Hood: Citron
Hood (Music only): Pink
Tassel: Black

Doctoral Degree
Hood: Dark Blue
Hood (Music only): Pink
Tassel: Red

COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Golden Yellow

Master's Degree
Hood: Golden Yellow
Tassel: Black

Doctoral Degree
Hood: Dark Blue
Tassel: Red

COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

Bachelor's Degree
Tassel: Maroon

Master's Degree
Hood: Maroon
Tassel: Black
CEREMONIAL SYMBOLS

THE SEAL
Throughout history, seals have been used to authenticate official documents. The University of Houston's and UH System's seals bear the Official Seal of Arms of General Sam Houston, as handed down to him from noble ancestors. It includes the escutcheon in the center of the seal—consisting of checkered chevrons denoting nobility and three martlets, gentle lowland birds that symbolize peace and deliverance. A winged hourglass is above the shield. Surmounting this is the motto “In Tempore” (In Time). The greyhounds indicate speed in giving aid. The UH seal was adopted in 1938 in conjunction with the establishment of the present campus. The first official version was etched into the floor of the Roy G. Cullen Building.

UNIVERSITY MACE
The Mace, which is carried in academic processions, is a staff symbolizing the university's authority and unity. The tradition of the academic mace began in the late 14th century when two ancient instruments, the royal scepter and the battle mace, were combined to form a university president’s symbol of authority.

THE ALMA MATER

All hail to thee,
Our Houston University.
Our hearts fill with gladness
When we think of thee.
We’ll always adore thee
Dear old varsity.
And to thy memory cherished,
True we’ll ever be.

Words and music by Harmony Class of 1942
THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON PRESIDENT’S MEDALLION

The University of Houston President’s Medallion was established in 2005 with the support of the UH Faculty Senate. It is awarded at the sole discretion of the president of the university to individuals who have distinguished themselves by their contributions to the University of Houston. This is the highest honor to be bestowed on students, faculty, staff and friends who have graced the UH community, either through their presence as inspirational guests or as long-term supporters of the university’s mission.

The front of the President’s Medallion features the sculpted seal of the University of Houston. The ribbon attached to the medal carries the official UH colors — scarlet red and albino white. Scarlet red stands for courage and inner strength to face the unknown. Albino white represents the good of helping one’s fellow man.

These are honored recipients of the University of Houston President’s Medallion:

HOUSTON LIVESTOCK SHOW AND RODEO™

The Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo™ is a Section 501(c)(3) organization dedicated to benefiting youth, supporting education, and facilitating better agricultural practices through exhibitions and presentation. Since it began in 1932, the show has committed more than $250 million to scholarships, research, endowments, calf scramble participants, junior show exhibitors, the Rodeo Institute for Teacher Excellence™, School Art participants, and other educational and youth programs.

The 78th annual Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo just ended another successful run, shattering attendance records and breaking several junior market auction records along the way — all while providing great entertainment at a value price, showcasing Texas agriculture and promoting Western heritage.

Also, more than 22,000 Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo volunteers donated their time and talent to help produce the world’s largest livestock show, richest regular-season PRCA rodeo and the Southwest’s premier family entertainment event — with a record-breaking 2.1 million people who enjoyed the show.

CARL LEWIS

During his career as an Olympic athlete, Carl Lewis was part of five American Olympic teams, winning 10 medals, nine of them gold. With unsurpassed talent in the long jump and his speed in the sprints, he achieved feats no other track and field athlete had previously accomplished. Many of his performances were in world or Olympic-record time. His impressive track and field performances earned him the title of “Olympian of the Century.”

Since his retirement from active competition in 1997, Lewis has devoted a great deal of his time and energy to charity, founding “The Carl Lewis Foundation,” which provides funds for the many charities that he supports, including “Best Buddies,” Wendy Marx Foundation For Organ Donor Awareness, Ronald McDonald House Charities and many youth fitness groups. Lewis also has been generous with his time and talent in supporting his alma mater, University of Houston.

Recently, Lewis launched www.FitForever.com, a website dedicated to empowering youth and adults, to improve their life conditions through physical activity and a healthy lifestyle.
Wilhelmina Daisy Cullen Robertson Smith was born on Dec. 3, 1922, the youngest daughter of Houston philanthropist and oilman Hugh Roy Cullen and Lillie Cranz Cullen, the original benefactors of the University of Houston. She graduated from UH in 1944 with a degree in business administration.

In 1945, she married Corbin J. Robertson Sr. They had five children: Wilhelmina “Beth” Robertson, Corbin Robertson Jr., Lillie Robertson, Carroll Robertson Ray and Alison Robertson Baumann. Corbin Robertson Sr. served as a member of the UH Board of Governors and Board of Regents and headed the effort to establish the university as a state-supported institution. He also was instrumental in establishing intercollegiate sports at the university; Corbin J. Robertson Stadium is named in his honor. After his death in 1991, Wilhelmina Robertson married businessman Edgar A. Smith in 1997.

She received an Honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters in 1988, a Distinguished Alumni Award in 1989 and the University of Houston Alumni Association’s Chairman’s Award in 2003. The family tradition of supporting UH continues: daughter Wilhelmina “Beth” Robertson is a former UH System Regent and a tireless university supporter; daughter Carroll Robertson Ray is a current UH System Regent and a UH law alumna (J.D., 2002); son, Corbin Robertson Jr., was a past chairman of the Texas Center for Superconductivity at UH Advisory Board and chaired UH’s Creative Partnership Campaign on behalf of TcSUH; and daughter, Lillie Robertson, serves on UH’s Inprint Advisory Board.

Through her 50 years of leadership with the Cullen Foundation, she helped establish and support a vast array of programs and projects of Houston institutions — from funding first-generation-in-college students at UH to creating the Cullen Sculpture Garden at The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston to supporting health care institutions and founding several charitable trusts. Her work and philanthropy will continue to help others for generations to come.
HONORARY DEGREES

An honorary degree, or a degree honoris causa (Latin: ‘for the sake of the honour’), is an academic degree that University of Houston confers as a way of honoring a distinguished visitor's contributions to a specific field, or to society in general.

JOHN HOFMEISTER

John Hofmeister, upon retirement from Shell Oil Company in 2008, founded and heads the not-for-profit 501(c)(3), nationwide membership association, Citizens for Affordable Energy. This Washington, D.C.-registered, public policy education firm promotes sound U.S. energy security solutions for the nation, including a range of affordable energy supplies, efficiency improvements, essential infrastructure, sustainable environmental policies and public education on energy issues.

Hofmeister was named president of Houston-based Shell Oil Company in March 2005, after serving as Group Human Resource director of the Shell Group, based in The Hague, the Netherlands. As president, Hofmeister launched an extensive outreach program, unprecedented in the energy industry, to discuss critical global energy challenges.

A business leader who has participated in the inner workings of multiple industries for more than 35 years, Hofmeister also has held executive leadership positions in General Electric, Nortel and AlliedSignal (now Honeywell International).

He has served on numerous national and international energy-related boards and is senior advisor to two energy start-ups: Liberty Power of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and NewEarth Technologies of Seattle, Wash. Hofmeister is a fellow of the National Academy of Human Resources as well as past chairman and a director of the Greater Houston Partnership. He also is a director of the Texas Education Reform Committee. He is active in education—serving advisory boards at the University of Houston and the University of North Texas.

Hofmeister earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees in political science from Kansas State University.

He is the author of Why We Hate the Oil Companies: Straight Talk from an Energy Insider.
LYLE LOVETT

Lyle Lovett defines the modern Texas singer-songwriter. Fusing elements of the blues, country, folk, gospel and jazz, four-time Grammy winner Lovett—in a career that spans 14 albums and more than four million records sold—has created his own style of Americana.

From his self-titled debut album in 1986 through 2009’s Natural Forces, Lovett’s releases are a powerful reminder that he possesses one of music’s most distinctive voices. His sell-out concerts, with his versatile Large Band or in intimate acoustic settings, showcase Lovett’s unique gift for storytelling.

Lovett began his music career in the late ’70s at Texas A&M University, graduating with Bachelors’ degrees in journalism and German. He has appeared in 12 feature films, including several directed by the acclaimed Robert Altman. Embracing his Texas roots, Lovett recently was featured in the documentary For the Sake of the Song: The Story of Anderson Fair, a film exploring the role the legendary Houston music venue plays in preserving American musical traditions.

Lovett resides in North Harris County on the family farm in Klein, where he was raised. Klein was named after Lovett’s great-great-grandfather, Adam Klein, an original settler of the area in the late 1840s. Cherishing the land that has inspired him, Lovett continues to restore and preserve the family homestead.

Lovett’s parents, Bill and Bernell, both graduated from the University of Houston in the early ’60s with degrees in Business. They went to night school while working for the Humble Oil and Refining Co. (Exxon) and lived then a short distance from UH, near Palm Center. Lovett, who attended both his parents’ graduations, also attended kindergarten on the UH campus.

Lovett has distinguished himself in public service and philanthropy. Acutely aware of architecture, design and the power of the environment to shape lives, he has generously contributed time and fundraising efforts to the University of Houston and the Gerald D. Hines College of Architecture. Lovett supports numerous organizations and charitable programs including the M. D. Anderson Cancer Center, the Make-A-Wish Foundation of Oklahoma, NRHA’s Reining Horse Sports Foundation and the Waterkeeper Alliance.
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

MAY 2010

GERALD D. HINES COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Kimberly Dawn Bearden
Cameron Travis Bird
Catherine A. Black
Pep Si Chai
Joanna S. Cheung
Lauren Cunningham
Christopher L. Ellermann
Satish S. Gore¹
Ruijun Hao
Jason G. Honeycutt
Justin Kendrick Lorehn
Jessica Anne Lusk
Mai H. Phan
Apurv Prakash⁴
Jay A. Taylor
Kurt A. Vrbas

MASTER OF SPACE ARCHITECTURE
Jessica C. Corbett
Luke J. Schmick

BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE
Sobhan Alitavoli
Justin Alan Alvarado
Ronald Jason Ammon²
Eric J. Arnold³
Jessica L. Barnett
Richard A. Berrios
Kamyar Biazar
Aaron Stephen Blagg
Jermaine H. Brown
Johanna E. Brustmeyer
Thoang V. Bui³
Shane D. Bushek
David Caballero Jr.
Ronald J. Calong
Miriam Marcela Cardenas
Scott D. Castro
Jose A. Cavazos
Tim D. Clepper²
Bryce J. Conner
Tovah Lauren Cook
Eliesa Cruz
Ethan Kahili Hassan Dehaini
James “Justin” Drace
Kristi Erdeljac²
Marcus A. Euzarraga
Brenda Garcia
Maria I. Garza³
Hung T. Giang
Aaron Michael Grant³
Eliseo Pita Granados

Peter A. Guidry
Gianina Gutierrez
Esmirna Elizabeth Hernandez
Christopher L. Hopkins³
Ruqiya Imtiaz-Uddin³
Mireille A. Zinu Kameni²
Miguel Cortes Lagunas Jr.
Vivian T. Leba³
Cynthia Y. Lo
Dreamia J. MacHorro-Luna
Luz Gabriela Monzon
Rafael M. Morales²
Marie Natal-Rivera³
Amanda Marie Neve
Huong N. Nguyen²
Tuong Vinh Nguyen²
Maria G. Oran¹
Natasha V. Ostaszewski²
Hugo Palma³
Allison C. Parrott²⁺
Athena K. Patira¹
Rafael Perez
Kenneth E. Pryor³
Sebastian A. Ramos
Jennifer E. Reyes
Melissa A. Rives
Andrea Valentina Salazar
Jonathan M. Shelledy²
Xiaowen Shi
Dean Anh Khoi Tran
Willie Valero
Thongsay Vongsacda
Evangelos C. Zagorianos
Sanja Zilic²

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
Johanna E. Brustmeyer
Stacy Rovinelli Bump
Ronald J. Calong
Scott D. Castro
Tim D. Clepper
Tovah Lauren Cook
Melissa Duran³
Marcus A. Euzarraga
Kiza Forgje
Brenda Garcia
Susan C. George
Hung T. Giang
Aaron Michael Grant
Gianina Gutierrez
Randall Charles Hayden
Esmirna Elizabeth Hernandez

Ruqiya Imtiaz-Uddin³
Vivian T. Leba
Angelliki Liamis²
Cynthia Y. Lo
Marie Natal-Rivera
Amanda Marie Neve
Huong N. Nguyen
Tuong Vinh Nguyen
Natasha V. Ostaszewski
Hugo Palma
Rafael Perez
Willie Valero

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Arvin Grande Abadilla²
Juan Antonio Boada
Jorge F. Galvan
Nicholas DeAngelo Johnson
Timothy John Lebinta
Shan Liu
Samantha Nicole Mongan
Keith M. Moy
Jamie Marie Radford
Estrella Kimberly Rivas
Timothy Stephen Tobola⁺
Alex Tsui
Efrain H. Villa⁺

¹ Summa Cum Laude
² Magna Cum Laude
³ Cum Laude
⁴ Highest-ranked Graduate Students
⁺ Scholarship Recipient
GRADUATES
DECEMBER 2009

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
Thomas Cepeda
Nhan Thanh Nguyen
Virginia Pearl Watson

BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE
Armando D. Arteaga
Brian D. Broussard
Cynthia C. Crews
Kha Giang Dinh
Andres Angel Gonzales
David S. Humphrey Jr.
Michelle Marie Jordan³
Lee A. Kelly
Ran Li
Jessica A. Lopez
Monica Shuk-Ying Ma
Jason Minh Mai
Jesus Parra Michelen³
Melika Mirzakhani
My-Lien P. Nguyen³
Jose L. Salinas
Preetal Praful Shah³
Johanna Jesus Vasquez

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
Monica Shuk-Ying Ma
Melika Mirzakhani
My-Lien P. Nguyen

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
Myan Duong
Emily C. Platt
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

MAY 2010

C. T. BAUER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Mary Geddie⁴
Dr. Kaye Newberry and
Dr. K. Sivaramakrishnan, Advisors
The Influence of Corporate Governance on
Market Reactions to Bond Rating Downgrades
Jennifer Gonzalez-Reinhart
Dr. Leiser Silva, Advisor
IT Governance in Developing Countries: A
Focus on Alignment, Organizational Change and
Governance Structures
Kathleen Harris
Dr. Scott Whisenant
Mandatory Audit Rotation: An International
Investigation
Aejaz Khan
Dr. Basheer Khumawala, Advisor
Reverse Supply Chain Design and Product
Acquisition in Remanufacturing
Taekyu Kim⁴
Dr. Praveen Kumar, Advisor
Essays on the Information Content and
Announcement Effects of Credit Rating Changes
Kiran Parthasarathy
Dr. Gerald Lobo, Advisor
corporate Governance, Conservatism and the
Agency Problem
Douglas Steel⁴
Dr. Wynne Chin, Advisor
Exploring a Broader View of Technology
Acceptance
Guowei Zhang
Dr. Stuart Turnbull, Advisor
On Corporate Loan Contract Terms: Measuring
the Strength of Covenants

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Mirna Aboumjahed⁴
Donny Philip Abraham⁴
Rob L. Adams
Sara Ashley Adamson
Adebola Taoreed Adejumo
Huda J. Alsheikh
Katelyn Chelsea Anderson⁴
Michael P. Antalfy⁴
Andres Arismendi III
Kristina Ann Babcock⁴
Sarita Shalini Bakhru
Janna M. Ball
David Balleau⁴
Joel P. Bandy
Stephen A. Bangerter
Michelle Barrett
Rg Rene L. Beriones
Troy Berreth⁴
Christopher Berumen
Brandon Lee Billnoske
Eric Blanton⁴
Clintin Judd Bolding⁴
John David Boulou
Cord Alexander Bowen⁴
Debra Marie Bowerman⁴
Noel C. Bowman
Ravi P. Brahmbhatt
Matthew Francis Bramanti⁴
Joseph A. Breda⁴
Maribel Briceno
Leslie Sherridan Briggs⁴
Melany Josefiña Brito⁴
Jamie D. Brown
Charles Thomas Burgert
James William Buzek Jr.⁴
Stacy L. Byrd
Vladimir A. Cabrera⁴
Kandis S. Carney
Russell Francis Carr⁴
Joseph Jerome Ceasar
Betsy Renee Chambers
Anirban Chattopadhyay
Carlos A. Chiquillo
Jack Philip Cool
Laura A. Cox
John Cutler
Stanley Dang⁴
Emily Dart⁴
Ashley Nicole Davis
Jason Allan Day
Susan E. Deemer
J.Q. Jake Delap⁴
Julio Javier Delgado⁴
Donald Eugene Diehl
Qifeng Ding⁴
Christian Edward Dyhianto⁴
Eric Edwards⁴
Aditya Ekbote
Joshua L. Espinedo⁴
David Farrar
Charles A. Fitch
Robin Freeman
Alonso Fuentes⁴
Rachel Hallesen Fuglaar
James Joseph Galpin⁴
Kristin Gandy
Rachel Garcia
Jeffrey Daniel Garrison
Angelica Maria Garza
Michael A. Garza
Daniel Yaakov Gavrin⁴
Andrew Steven Gerber⁴
Subhash Ramakant Ghopade⁴
Christi Michele Gilbert
Christopher M. Gray⁴
Rahim K. Green
Rachelle Fatima Guerrero
Luis Marcial Guererro Sr.
Aimee Leigh Guillermety
Joe D. Gutierrez
Julio Guzman⁴
Stephen M. Haines⁴
Kelly Saline Hammond
Tzachar Harari⁴
Ifeoma Okoroafor Harper
Kai Bernard Harris
Charles A. Harrison⁴
Angela Carleen Heinrich
Thomas Thurn Heng
John Wright Henson
Karen Elizabeth Herbst⁴
Mauricio Hernandez
Leopoldo Hernandez Jr.⁴
Anasaa Small Hilliard⁴
Daniel E. Hinson
Nina S. Hoglund⁴
Jake Thomas Honeycutt
Janelle Houston
Jose Ibarra
Asad Pervez Ibrahim

¹ Summa Cum Laude
² Magna Cum Laude
³ Cum Laude
⁴ Dean’s Excellence Award
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

MAY 2010

Adarsh Iyengar
Prashant Suresh Iyengar
Kelly Viktorn Jansky
Omar Alejandro Jimenez
Jessica Lynn Jones
Francois Joseph Jr.
Noren Kamruddin Karimi
Mavis Parrott Kelsey
Lauray Denise Kennedy
Dhruv Khator
Ramzi Kiblawi
Alma Kim
Brenda J. Kirkling
Anand Krishna
Augustine Lara
Lance Larkin
Tom Le
Chengdao Lee
Kim Foong Lee
Charles Jason Lewis
Daniel Lioznyansky
David Joseph Lombardi
Michael Bryan Lovelace
David Richard Lueders
Jessica Ann Lyons
Miguel A. Machado
Nick Marsalia
Ryan Scott Martin
Tonya Martin
Mariane P. Maximous
Daniel R. McBride
John Steven McDaniel
Margaret Bradford McGeehe
Mark Ross McKee
Eugene Mowry McKelvey
Kyle Eugene McMillian
Brian George Mehring
Sarai Melichar
Brent Michael Millard
Nicholas Stamp Miller
Karl J. Mitchell
Mathew J. Mohono
Dan Townsend Moody
Melissa Kay Mullin
Franklin Warren Naglieri
Rajesh R. Nair
Arun M. Nanjappa
Anuradha Narayan
Narmadha Navaneethan
Kariuki Samuel Ndegewa
Joan Michele Nelson
Walter Neyin
Jamie Kristine Nguyen
Shannon G. Nimchan
Emmanuel Njumbe
Lisa M. Nobles
Natalie Noland
Nneka Edith Nwashilli
Jennifer Marie Oddo
Ugochukwu R. Okpara
Thais Christina Oliveira
Nicholas Jay Olsen
Robert R. Onstead
Clarafa Carolina Ortiz Torres
Rory Osborne
Amienwan Anthony Osezu
Liam James Osullivan
Dana C. Parries
Rangadorai Doraiswamy Parthasarathy
Roman H. Patel
Sheetal B. Patel
Shruti S. Patel
Priya Patil
Phillip Daniel Pavelka
Pradeep Yeshwant Pawar
Suzanne N. Pham
Thu Dang Pham
Tatyana Poler
Nauman R. Poonja
Humayun Qureshi
Nithya Raghunathan
Shabana Rahman
Nithin O. Rajan
Rashmi Ramakrishna
Wesley M. Raska
Robert Ray
Ollie Lee Reed III
John Reinit
Carmen Nevarez Rios
Amy Amundson Ripper
Joseph Philip Roberts
Hailey Marie Robertson
Louis Garrett Robey
Casandra Rodriguez
Oscar Rodriguez III
Reinaldo Daniel Ruiz Jr.
Julio Salinas
Hattie Coston Saulsbury
Gregory Thomas Savage
Jeff Alan Scheel
Brian J. Selig
Eriea Lea Settegast
Shon E. Sims
Vaasan Sujith Sivasubramaniam
Natalia Solis
Megan Murphy Stedem
Tzu-Hsiang Su
Sarah Mohammed Sultan
Johnson Sutherland
Borden Hamilton Tennant
Tiffany N. Thomas
Timothy D. Thomas
Renissa Treglown
Mary Heather Trenolone
Abram Kenneth Vanelwyk
Jillian Mary Vanelwys
Daniel Steven Vega
Laurence Francis Verrt
Jaime E. Viancos
John Reginald Vickrey
Gerrit Raymond Von Wenckstern
Daniel Wren Wagner
Richard B. Wallace
Blake Webb
Philip Blake Weigand
Brandon Charles Welch
Michael Earl Williams
Michael Wayne Wolfe
Thomas P. Womack
Ivan Yu
Maziar Zaeefjou
Robert Zembrzuski
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

MAY 2010

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTANCY

Lubna Ali
Annalyn A. Aranas
Carmenza Frances Arreaga
Bo Miao Bai
Bryan Scott Bridges
Roberta P. Calelly
Amanda D. Carr
Sau Yu A. Chan
Sophia Chau
David William-Carter Chavez
Andrew Raymond Clark
Esther Elizabeth Clift
John Ryan Cochran
Phuong Nam Dang
Quang Doan
Masoud Mohammed Durani
Mario M. Florete Jr.
Zev Fried
Ankita A. Gandhi
Ericka Gonzalez
Tania Puentes Gonzalez
Mark William Good
Paul F. Greiner
Amol Rutten Gulati
Jeff Robert Hallock
Andrea Lenora Hamilton
Yibo He
Shu Lan Hor
Ming Chieh Hsueh
Michael David Hughes
Ronald Chun Hung
Tayo Ilori
Wenyen Jiang
Alarie Michelle Johnson
Lihong Ke
Nabil Khan
Dee Angela King
Agnes Tin Wai Lai
Dahena Lara
Casey Yat-Hung Leung
Jillian Susan Lockwood
Sergio Lopez
Thomas Andrew Maggio Jr.
Amy Melissa Meeker
Michele L. Menager
Jean Danielle Metzger
Sania Piyar Momin
Gayathri Nair
Gorbachev Tin Nguyen

Jennifer Thuy-Linh Nguyen
Vonida Kagna Ouk
Neel Chandulal Patel
Virginia D. Pita
Aksana V. Rajput
Heidi Richter
Angela L. Salinas
Veronica Sanchez
Amanda Jean Schaller
Jana Renea Sharoooni
Jennifer Marie Sillavan
Courtney Y. Smith
Kristy Michelle Smithers
Tempest Jade Solcich
Jawad Emad Srour
Stephen Prather Terry-Harvey
Philip Thomas
Brian Tomlinson
Leslie Marie Tripodo
Samuel Joseph Unruh
Robert Eric Wright
Guoqiao Wu
Le Xu
Xiaofan Yang
Sara Anne Yoder
Brittany Leigh Young

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE

Mehmet Fatih Can
Yang Huang
Vijay K. Mani
Rafael Antonio Martinez Jr.
Assal Shokati-Poursani
Srilakshmi Swaminathan
Shuang Xu
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

MAY 2010

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Syed Jafar Abbas
Raji Joseph Abboud³
Amira Shaharazad Abdalla
Laura Juliana Acevedo²
Adebola Adelekan
Imran Afzal⁷
Rani Lalita Aggarwal
Julianne M. Agno
Mahek Hay Ahmed³
Dmitriy Akatkin
Danish Akhtar
Razi Abbas Akhter
Binisha Barkat Ali
Neil Raymond Allince
Walla Nabil Almasri
Arturo Almontes
Rawan N. Alnahhas¹
Erika Ann Alonso²
Bradley Alan Altman
Carlton Amoo¹
Daniel Thomas Anthony³
Lyza M. Apodaca
Adam George Arbour
Erika Arellano
Maximilian Eduardo Artero²
Donny Ray Ashbell³
Hiba Wafic Ataya
Noor Azmi Attia
Marina Ashley Aurich
Sarah Masaad Baaba
Nicholas Injoung Bae
Wayne Stuart Bailey
Mitchell Douglas Baldridge
Eddie Jinwoo Bang²
Dominic Reynaldo Barcenas
Christine Lynn Barfield²
Roel Cruz Barrera³
Daniel Enrique Barrios³
Cory Scott Baum³
Maritza Benavides
Simanta Ben-Ezra³
Brittany Renee Benham³
Carlos Ernesto Bernal³
Damianna Lee Bertagnolli³
Vijay R. Bhaskaran³
Christian Sebastian Bianchi²
Racquel Sharlene Bouie
Stephanie Boyce
Joshua E. Boyle
Patrick Brian Bricarell²
Raymond Briones
Kristen Nicole Brown²
Wilfred Deshon Brown
Sabrina Buchanan
Nam Trung Bui²
Courtney Joyce Burditt
Adam Vincent Buys
Wilbert Azael Cadiz¹
Janell Melissa Calderon²
Abraham Camarillo³
Danielle Cantu
Huongmai Cao
Andrew Carr Capistran²
Benjamin C. Carrell
Catherine N. Carter³
Jennifer L. Case
Sebastian Castilla
Hunter Christopher Cauble
Wesley Victor Chait
Kailee Chang
Erica Chau¹
Vaishnavi R. Chellappa³
Annie Xia Ying Chen Chen
June Hoi Yan Chu
Donna Lee Chun
Edmund H. Chun¹
Jorge Adam Coelho
Natalee Nicole Cogburn
Molika Prom Coleman
Alfonso Colombano¹
Gregory Edward Cooney
Brenda Kay Cooper³
Armando Jesus Cordova³
Matthew Stephen Cotaya
Betsy Coyle
Sarah Christine Czubik²
Katherine Mary Dale
Hiep Huu Dang²
Allen Daniels
Phuong Thi Thanh Dao²
Nadine Bassam Darraj¹
Frances Victoria Dautant
Alejandro Davila
Andrea Fernandez De La Torre
Flor Estella De La Torre
Robert De Los Santos
Janet Eurice De Luna²
Ana Dedic³
Britni N. Deese
Koautor Dehbi³
Farheen Sultana Dehlavi³
Priya Gopaladas Desai³
Devon Allyn Desroches³
Caleb Adam Diaz
Jeannie Diep³
Michelle Vy Dinh
Christina Denise Dixon
Shane Alexander Dixon²
Kritika Dmotty¹
Tony Do
Michael Carson Doering³
Justin Michael Dooland³
Ashley La'Sha Dorsey³
Matthew Joseph Dossett
Jennifer Lynn Doubeet
Veronica Dozal
Joshua E. Duhan
James Ryan Eaves
Clayton Jefferson Ebner
Jeremy Echevarria³
Muhammed Awsem Elgassier³
Samuel Isaac Espinoza
Gwenael Georgia Jeanne Coudray
Etchepare²
Amber Joy Evans
Lucas Kristian Evers³
Lindsay Margaret Fairley
Xavier W. Falcetti³
Ariana Femat¹
John E. Fernandez
Stephanie Marie Fernandez³
Margarita Fisch
Jorely Flores
Sylivia Stacey Flores
Alessandro Fontanes
Garrett Matthew Fox
William Gavin Freed
Lauren Rae Fritsch
Patricia O. Fuentes
Theophanes B. Gaitanaros
Amanda Corin Garcia
Lilian C. Garcia
Luis Miguel Garcia
Daniel Keegan Gates
Johnny Ken Ming Gaw Jr.
Douglas Deeka Gbosi
Kristina Della Gee
Aisha Ghafoor
Judy Xuan Giang³
Rebecca Louise Giarratano¹
Sukaina Gillani³
Dawn Alicia Gilmore³
Ned Leon Girouard
Casey Ryan Golden
Michael Patrick Golden¹
Nanette Megan Gomez
Carlos Ivan Gonzalez³
Gerardo Fabian Gonzalez
Jeffrey Scott Goodland
Michelle Marie Grammer³
Scott Austin Henry Grass²
Rachel Alisse Green
Norman James Gregory III
Diana Elida Guerrero¹
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
MAY 2010

Bianca Gutierrez
Jennifer Marie Guyer
Brenda Lizette Guzman¹
Vy T. Ha²
Fatimah M. Hada
Kelly Diane Harris
Shiovanny Amed Harris
Kyle Adam Harvey
Alishah A. Hashwani
Sarah A. Hassan²
Alex Clark Hazen
Jiaquan He¹
Raul Jaime Henao
Rachel Herrera³
Michael L. Hill³
Allen Ho²
Duyen Ngoc Ho¹
Halbert Ho
Elizabeth Hoang
Justin Keith Hodges³
Marnita Sade Holligan
Elizabeth Constance Howard³
Christina Huerta
Marie Hul
Tom Huynh
Sarah Imtiaz¹
Rebecca Jane Irey¹
Muhammad Irfan
Sana Irshad
Rifatul Islam
Samantha Capiti Jack
Priya Jariwala
Calvin Wai Kit Jim
Kenneth Waiho Jim
Andrew H. Jobe³
Sherri Elizabeth Johnson
Tremell L. Johnson
Sterling Wayne Jones¹
Trenace LaShawn Jones³
William Cody Jordan
Joel Joseph
Marco Antonio Juarez
Amanda K. Kalman
Aliakbar Murtaza Karimbhai
Adam Robert Kassam²
Batul Kausarali
Kristopher M. Kehlenbach¹
Marwah O. Khalil
Dania Khan
Neda Asim Khan
Zainab Khan³
Simon Joseph Khano
Anil Imtiaz Khawaja
Van Ngoc Khuong
Frances Michelle Kilgore
Justin Kade Kimball
Ksenia Kozhenkova³
General E. Laffitte³
Lindsay Dawn Lafley
Chanteil Lagarde
Rowena Lai²
Zahra Mahmood Lakhani¹
Aalia Nasiruddin Lalani
Salima M. Lalani
Jimmy Dung Diep Lam¹
Anh Mai Le¹
Cindy Le³
Hanh N. Le
Thao Thi Phuong Le
Jeffrey Pete Leal¹
Vivian Thu Vy Leba²
Chang Juang Lee¹
Esther Lee²
Jaeha Lee²
Kelly Kathleen Link
Bing Liu²
Dennis Yen Liu
Hu-Ying Liu³
Tin Nok Liu¹
Eddie A. Lopez Jr.
Jensy Karola Lopez¹
Matthew Dale Lovelace
Christine Lu²
Sandra L. Luna
Michelle Yung Luong
Tony Luong³
Chau Minh Luu³
Trung Trong Luu¹
Kevin James Ly³
William Allen Maher²
Michelle Anne Phuong Mai¹
Juan Jose Malave
Michael Jesse Maldonado¹
Ashley Malik³
Yasmine Crystallina Malik³
Mark Jonathan Mansy³
Rafael So Marfil Jr.²
Kevin Arquiza Marinas
Anne Marquez³
Jessica Martinez
Leslie Ann Martinez
Zain Hussein Marvi
John Russell McCann¹
Kayley Nicole McHugh
Thomas Kelly McKee
Evan K. McPherson
Ronald Lee Medders³
Kenia Bristeida Medlin
Jose Lorenzo Medrano
Faraz Ahmed Mehter³
Natalia Bastos Melo
Jorge Mendez
Krystal Maire Mendez
Christina M. Mendoza
Tina Eloise Cagle Meyer²
Kevin James Michael
Ben A. Miller
Coby Duane Mills
Clarisa Evette Miranda
Meagan Olivia Mitchell³
Insiyah Fatimah Mithani³
Robert Alexander Modad³
Michelle Mojica³
Irene Sandoval Molina
Junaid Pyrali Momin
Nafis A. Momin³
Matthew Gregory Monk
Maria Esmeralda Moya
Siddharth Mukherjee
Gary Lynn Dundell²
Stephen Alexander Myrick³
Nadine Y. Nafaa
Ahmed Jamal Nasir³
Ayman Ali Nasser²
Kassahun S. Nema
Meng Tat Ng
Hoa Thanh Le Ngo¹
Amy Kim Nhan Nguyen
Anh Hoang Phuong Nguyen
Hoai Trang Nancy Nguyen³
Julia Le Nguyen
Kimberly Annette Nguyen²
Phu Minh Nguyen³
Quyen Minh Nguyen¹
Tai Phuc Vinh Nguyen²
Thanh-Truc N. Nguyen
Tiffany Trang Nguyen²
Tommy Kha Nguyen
Trang Tran Thuy Nguyen¹
Tuyen L. Nguyen
Laurent James Nocca²
Derek Allen Oakley
Pedro Joaquin Obando
Ify Chizoba Obigbo³
Nea Nell Olner³
Alfonso Jose Olvera³
Syed M. Omar
Oleksandr Orlov
Stephen Frederick Osborn²
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
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Elizabeth L. Osorio
Erik Lara Ovalle
Anum Sohail Padela³
Javier Elias Palacios
Morgan Renee Parker
Lillie D. Parks
Leo Joseph Parma II
Adam Afshar Parsa
Syed Waji Pasha
Chirag Vinod Patel³
Deepa P. Patel
Ravi Devendra Patel
Michael Todd Patterson²
Quarnelia Shawnie Patterson
Edelmira Noemi Pena
Elizabeth Pena
Brandon Lee Peters
Aaron Drew Peterson³
Ian Edward Peterson
Anh’Thu Thi Pham
Kim N. Pham¹
Phuong Tien Pham
Sandra Yu Pham
Vu Xuan Pham
Thanh Thy Phan
Thuy Thi Thanh Phan²
Calvin P. Phoon¹
Clayton G. Pierce
Wendy Pineda
Theresa Ann Pinina
Diane R. Pinto³
Daniel Ryan Poche
Jeffrey David Poyer
Pareshkumar Mohanlal Prajapati
Shivana Devi Prashad
Lindsey Renee Pritchard²
Daniel Jared Puckett
Shomari Wyndale Pugh
Samuel Pulukuri
Faisal Ruben Rahman²
Shannon F. Ramirez
Theoshea R. Randle³
Dhruba K. Rao
Sam Razmandi³
Jawad Syed Razvi³
Steven M. Read
Matthew Paul Reeves³
Anisur Rehman³
Carlos F. Reyes
Sammy Rihawi
Jaime Denise Riley
Gary Edwin Rios²
Veronica Michelle Rivas³
Joel Alonzo Rivera
Stephani Marilyn Rivera
Kenneth O. Robinson
Andrea G. Rodriguez
Isara U. Rodriguez¹
Luis Rodriguez
Yvonne Haydee Rodriguez
Jennifer Sarah Roohi
Jessica Irina Palacios Salazar¹
Walter Ray Sam
Juan S. Sanchez
Sheryl Wanicia Sargent³
Thomas E. Schultea
Dominique Marie Shaar
Melissa Leigh Shafer
Pratik Kumar R. Shah
Naim Sharif
Brett Allen Shilton
Sofia M. Shepherd³
Karina Suresh Shivdasani²
Adebayo Abdulgaffar Shokunbi
Mohammad Talha Siddiqui²
Hendrik F. Sijthoff
Emil J. Sliman
Christopher Sunny Sok
Geovanny Vladimir Solarte
Lawrence Denen Sonn
Justin Ryan Sova
James Bradley Stanaland
Glen R. Steele³
Meta Carolina Stein²
Jonathan Charles Stenvall
Meghan Elizabeth Stephens
Nicholas Cody Stewart³
Timothy Stephen Stone²
Christopher Andrew Svochak
Gavin Michael Swinney
Nancy Ta
Faisal M. Tajirian
Stephanie Shayne Tarlton
Molly Kay Tarver
Keisha Dannette Taylor
Derek Allan Teall
Mahelet Afework Tegegne
Jenner Thai³
Jayshree A. Thakor
Laura Anne Thomas³
John A. Thompson²
Ye Tian
Patricia H. Tong²
Joe Torres²
Rex Doyle Torres
Dawn Annette Townsend
Amy Tran²
Christine Chi Tran
Duyen Nguyen Minh Tran
Hanh Anna Tran
Karissa Ashley Tran
Ngoc-Tram Thi Tran³
Edgar Trejo³
Nicole D. Trejo
Anthony P. Truong
Thanh Tran
Nakeisha Lashea Turner
Emeka U. Uka
Fernando Carlos Martinez Valdez
Henry Van
Silkie Kamlesh Vasa
Mrinali Vaswani¹
Christal Anne Vaughan
Maria Vera²
Nathalie Villarreal³
Hunaid Villarreal³
Jimmy Vo
Pascal Vo
Thomas Long Vo
Tin P. Vuong
Samuel John Waddell²
Jonathan Micheal Waddle
Sara Lauren Waidhas²
Zachary Luke Waller
Derek Stephen Wentworth
Lee Edward West
Christopher Thomas Wicks¹
Bradon Michael Wiggins
James Brandon Wilson²
Travis Michael Winkler
Dawn Princess Winston
Samuel Anton Wohlbwend
Cai-Hong Wong
Martin Castor Yaptangco
Sae Mi Yi³
Aaron Richard Yoder¹
Mohamed A. Yousufi²
Michael Ryan Ysais
Paul F. Yuan³
David Zaga
Yao Zhai
Jie Qiong Zhang²
Manyi Zhou¹
Zheng Zhu
Kassi O. Zuerner
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

MAY 2010

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Educational Psychology

Sujin Ann-Yi
Dr. Mary Armsworth and Dr. Robert McPherson, Co-chairpersons
Predictors of Career Decision-Making: Self-Efficacy in Asian American College Students

Tara Lynn Cummings
Dr. Nicole Coleman and Dr. Jonathan Schwartz, Co-chairpersons
The Contributions of Attachment and Personality Disturbance to Interpersonal Problems in College Students

Elizabeth A. Goodrich
Dr. Jacqueline Hawkins, Chairperson
A Measure of Change in Time Utilization as Related to Change in Appropriateness of Referrals

Emily Louise Hiatt
Dr. Tam Dao, Chairperson
Health Locus of Control and Relations to Depression and Perceived Recovery from Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery

Dana Elaine Bryant Kelly
Dr. Thomas Kubiszyn, Chairperson
The Impact of Data Collection Methods on Reading Fluency Scores Using Second Grade Curriculum-Based Measurement-Reading (CBM-R) Probes

Suzanne Lindt
Dr. Shirley Yu, Chairperson
Parents and Ethnic Identity’s Influences on College Students’ Achievement Goals

Megan M. Paris
Dr. Mary Armsworth and Dr. Susan Day, Co-chairpersons
Cue Reactivity in Virtual Reality: The Role of Context

Ting Ling Sha
Dr. Shirley Yu, Chairperson
Motivational Beliefs, Ethnic Identity, and Sense of Belonging: Relations to Academic Achievement and School Engagement

Melissa E. Trevathan
Dr. Jonathan Schwartz, Chairperson
Hostile and Benevolent Sexism, and Heroic Masculine Ideology and the Relationship to Feminist Ideals and Personality Factors

Sonia Vasan
Dr. John Gaa and Dr. Avelardo Valdez, Co-chairpersons
Women’s Participation in the Death Metal Subculture

Jina Wang
Dr. Christopher Wolters, Chairperson
Untangling the Relations among Students’ Motivation, Achievement, and Advanced Course-Taking in Mathematics: Using Structural Equation Modeling with Complex Samples

Joycelyn Sheri Williams
Dr. Nicole Coleman and Dr. Consuelo Arbona, Co-chairpersons
Racial Identity and Expectations about Counseling in African Americans

Health and Human Performance

Kristen Marie McAlexander
Dr. Rebecca Lee, Chairperson
Correspondence of Directly and Indirectly Measured Built Environment Attributes and Physical Activity among African American and Hispanic or Latina Women

Augusto X. Rodriguez
Dr. Norma Olvera, Chairperson
Obesity and Physical Fitness of Latino Children During the School Academic Year and Summer Season: A Longitudinal Study

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Curriculum and Instruction

Mary Eileen Aamodt
Dr. Cheryl Craig, Chairperson
Catholic Secondary Schools for Girls in the United States of America: Looking Towards the Future

Justin Timothy Burris
Dr. Melissa Pierson, Chairperson
Visual and Tactile Learning of Place Value: Comparing Modes of Mathematics Instruction of Third Grade Students

John Russel Day
Dr. Lee Mountain, Chairperson
The Effectiveness of Popular Culture as an Advance Organizer for Literature in High School Language Arts

Catherine Martha Feehan
Dr. Sheng Chung, Chairperson
A Study on Contemporary Art Museums as Agents for Social Change

Katharine Garcia
Dr. Allen Warner, Chairperson
Exploring Relationships Between Knowledge, Attitudes, and Beliefs Toward English Language Learners Among Secondary Teachers

Diane Christine Jerome
Dr. Allen Warner, Chairperson
Navigating Tensions Between the Use of Affect in Science Instruction and the Pressures of a High-Stakes Testing Environment

Tracy Anne Jones
Dr. Nicole Andrews, Chairperson
Mobile Learning: An Analysis of Student Preferences and Perceptions Surrounding Podcasting

Amber M. Meuth
Dr. John Ramsey, Chairperson
Environmental Literacy of Hispanic, Urban Middle School Students in Houston, Texas

Educational Psychology

Steven K. Fullen
Dr. Augustina Reyes, Chairperson
The Chameleon Effect and a High School in Transformation: A Study of High School Leadership

Mario Julien Garner
Dr. Alexander Schilt, Chairperson
Motivating Factors of Hospital CEO’s Who Choose Teaching as a Full-Time Second Career

Nguyen Thanh Griggs
Dr. Catherine Horn, Chairperson
Rethinking College Choice Implications: An Analysis of College Student Satisfaction

Michael Brent Kirkpatrick
Dr. Angus MacNeil, Chairperson
Principal’s Perspectives on Frustration, Obstacles, and Change

Gregory Jeff Lattier
Dr. Catherine Horn, Chairperson
Measuring the Perceived Level of Expertise of Vocational Faculty and Advisory Members and its Impact on Program Involvement

¹ Summa Cum Laude
² Magna Cum Laude
³ Cum Laude
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
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Kevin E. Robedee
Dr. Catherine Horn, Chairperson
Evaluating the Public School Superintendent in the State of Texas

Chad Michael Teague
Dr. Doris Prater, Chairperson
A Case Study of a Large Suburban High School's Professional Development Program Based on the National Staff Development Council Standards

David Alan Villareal
Dr. Angus MacNeil, Chairperson
A Case Study of Para-Educators' Staff Development Needs

MASTER OF EDUCATION
Curriculum and Instruction
Marietta Smith Adams
Sarah Alaniz
Sandra Arredondo
Kelly M. Brooks
Stacy Marie Brown
Theresa Michelle Burgess
Janet Araujo Cavazos
Xiaoju Cheng
Sarah E. Conn
Brandi Michelle Cortez
Geeta R. Das
Jarad Jermaine Davis
Michael Anthony Davis
Lindsey Elizabeth Dinges
Porsha Camille Dudley
Janice Lynette Flewelling
Tanya Janine Galamison
Maria Del Mar Giraldo
Yunes Golabakhsh
Astrid Giselle Gonzalez
Mary Green
Hampton Sherwood Griffin
Rebecca Gabrielle Guillery
Cynthia Heldring
Florence Ludivina Henderson
Derrick R. Hill
Jordan Linda Hill
Melissa Kay Hoang
Adrienne Marie Hopson
Feifei Huang
Lisa R. Hues
Miranda Colleen Johnson
Laurie Ann Kelley
Emily Marie Kerne
Shazeen Ahmed Khadimally
Jennifer Michelle Kirstein
Laura Jean Laughlin
Marilyn Levesque
Thomas Kavanagh Little
William R. Massie
Leslie Judith Mayen
Sheila Burnice McAninch
Laura R. McCready
Deborah Medrano
Rolando Augusto Merchan
Nikita Angelle' Milton-Ross
Christrina L. Minor-Stickney
Mirsa Montes
Rick A. Moreno
Christina Mosely
Alycia Michele Nicholas
Hannah Elyse Noble
Melissa L. Paul
Craig L. Randle
Leanne L. Reeves
Risha Revathi
Janet Reynolds
Nadia Monique Riggs
Mark S. Samuel
Sohrab Sivam
Megan Elizabeth Smith
Marbella Suniga
Michelle M. Tran
Kristine Van Hao
Gregory Philip Wagner
Jeremy Thomas Wartko
Tiffany Marie Watson
Desera Lynn Williams
Mark Peter Williams
Sara Elizabeth Wrye
Xuemei (May) Wu MD
Christina Hawley Yaman

Educational Psychology
Diane Marie Adler
Maha Amiri
Abigail A. Bennett
Anne Whitney Bradshaw
Elizabeth N. Brewer
Crystal Nicole Bryant
Danielle Andrea Charlton
Monica Mottu Comeaux
Cassandra Cortes
Abisola Olayide Dada
Rafiah Malene Dixon
Roberto Flores
Andresa Gallardo
Scott Robert Godley
Katherine Anne Hagen-Collins
Ryan Meyer Hutchings
Mary Louise Keith
Stephanie Kay Kirkpatrick
Deplam S. Kobs
Patricia Oaks

John Henry Petter III
Amanda Lynn Phelps
Christine Divina Poliquit
Catalina Prebisch
Michelle Denise Puster
Rochelle Juliene Quiner
Anne Marie Reeks
Faiza Sheikh
Sarah Elizabeth Shimak
Jennifer Lynette Taylor
Whitney Nicole Thompson
Lin Tzang C. Tran
Roy Jacob Vasquez
Amanda C. Whisenhunt
Anne N. Wood
Dvora M. Yampuler

Health and Human Performance
Munirah Mohammed Alshuaibi
Shanna D’ann Battle
Richard Thomas Bentley-Smith
Princess Chinwe Eke
Sarah Elizabeth Galecki
Bryan Christopher Hayman
Tiffany Leigh Hodges
Benjamin D. Hoffman
Brittney Natalia Hunsaker
Frank Jaeschke
Lauren D. Leblanc
Deborah Marie Mize
Innocent Nzora
Charles Pettis
Patricia Darlene Self
Christopher E. Sodek
Santario Paris Stirling
Mark J. Taylor
Hoang Anh Thi Trinh
Jeni Ermise Washington

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Health and Human Performance
Mrinali S. Deo
Stephanie Frances Kellam
Jennifer M. Markesino
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Curriculum and Instruction

Lini Abraham
Sarah Afyounizadeh³
Susan Afyounizadeh
Soaiba Ali
Dulce Maria Alonzo
Nelsy Del Carmen Alvarez²
Jessica Au-Yeung³
Cheryl Ann Avina
Lynn A. Baker³
Kara Leigh Bartkus²
Nancy Patricia Basoria²
TyNeisha Vonte Bearden
Johanna Benavidez²
Rebecca Nicole Bench³
Michelle Hanka Binford
Denelia Blake
Jennifer Johnson Bowman¹
Meagan Kea Bownds
Renee S. Bryant³
Jacqueline Audrey Castellon²
Araceli Castrellon³
Sabrina Renee Castro
Achsa Ann Chacko³
Deborah LeAnn Cowan
Sara Marie Crain²
Cydney M. Croney¹
Kimberly Ann Dagnolo¹
Dorothy Nghi Dang
Ashley Joy Vegafria Digan²
Na’Carol V. Dixon
Noemi Felix
Elier A. Fernandez
Hannah Ruth Fields³
Olinvi Figueroa²
Gloria A. Flores¹
Shanetra Janice Foster³
Cristina Moran Frydrych²
Daisey J. Fuentes
Mary Elizabeth Gandy
Amanda Jean Garcia¹
Jesus Manuel Garcia Jr.³
Raquel Sarahy Garcia
Keshia Yvette Garrett⁴
Sarah Frances Glaze²
Sara Frances Goldsmith³
Alyza Mecole Gordon
Melissa Graciano
Megan Elizabeth Griffin²
Nicole Ann Grote
Joseph Refugio Guevara Jr.
Kimberly Nicole Guillory
Christina E. Hallmark
Tara Nichole Haworth¹
Carrie Ellen Hunnicutt¹
Stephanie Nastassja Iversen³
Shonda Kristine Jackson
Mistie Ann Jamail
Stephanie Ann Jansky²
Brittany Michelle Johnson²
Brittany Nicole Johnson
Stephanie Dianne Kimball
Rosalinda Ramos Lamas²
Kelsey Marie Lawton¹
Marie T. Lee
Jane H. Lim³
Brittany Lydia Linebaugh³
Franco Santiago Martinez²
Laura P. Martinez
Maria Del Jesus Martinez¹
Mollie Anne Matak¹
Mary Elizabeth McAdams¹
Gabriela Alejandra Medrano
Amelia Marie Mendez²
Alicia Marie Merner³
Yuri Meza³
Sana Momin
Madelyn J. Nance²
Allison Monica Neelley³
Debbi Thyu My Nguyen³
Mai Tram Thi Nguyen¹
John D. Orendorff
Ashley R. Pansy
Cristina Lynne Park
Valary R. Patterson¹
Fabiola E. Perez
Socorro Perez³
Nicole Lynn Popovich¹
Maria Ann Pulsifer¹
Deborah Kay Ralls²
Sarah Ramirez¹
Eisha Nikia Roberson
Rachael Laine Robinson
Maria Arraceli Rodarte
Marilynn Rodriguez
Karla Patricia Rosa¹
Vanessa Marie Saldana
Mirella Elizabeth Sales³
Irina Vivian Santillán³
Myra L. Santos Cooper
Paulina Sauceda³
Rhonda L. Simuel²
Krystal Joy Singh¹
Amanda Joyce Sparks
Allisen Leigh Stewart¹
Adrienne Brooke Tabor
Elena Pui-Yan Tam²
Alicya Marie Taylor²
Jessica Torres
Ivy Vy Tran²
Nguyet Anh Tran²
Zulay De Guadalupe Trujillo³
Roslyn Velez
Josephine S. Viajar³
Daisy Villanueva²
Patricia Kinney Williams²
Victoria Wo²
Ryan D. Womac³
Marilyn A. Woody¹
Daniela Yezepz²
Macy Leigh Young²
Ashley Elizabeth Zufall²

Educational Psychology

Maribel C. Burgos²
Desiree Rose Chamblee
Tamika Nicole Christian³
Sasha G. Dunham
Laurin Leigh Ettel
Maria Cecilia Garcia
Sefanit A. Goshu
Krystle Len-Michelle Hosmer
Rebecca Lindsay Kinney³
Nichole Diane Martinez
Aleksy M. Mayzenberg
James O’Brien Pittman
Kellyann M. Prosper
Maria Magdalena Reyna
Brittney Nichole Seykora¹
Caroline Iris Sieffermann

Health and Human Performance

Samar I. Abumahameed²
Dara Mahmoud Abu-Sada¹
Laurn Amanda Adams
Osama Ismaeel Alabed
Gabriella Marie Alexander
Huma Hafiz Ali
Terri Alvarez³
Ashley Jenee Anderson³
Gwendolyn D. Armstrong
Hiroko Larue Bailey
Roya Simone Bailey
Lindsay Marie Bakke
Angela Marie Barreto
Megan S. Bates
Dustin Klark Bishop
Amy Marie Blackman
Latoya Y. Bluford
Angela Bly
Leynier Cesar Brown
Ashley Gail Bryant
Jerrod Michael Butler
Alba Cristina Calzada
Ivan Campos
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
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Jamie Elizabeth Canton³
Jason M. Castillo
Edward Wade Cato¹
Michael Chase Causey
Kinsey Erin Cave¹
Felipe Chan³
Kimberly Erin Cave¹
Felipe Chan³
Kimberly A. Chavez³
Gloria Yeeken Choy³
Diana H. Chou³
April Hoi Yee Chu
Alicia B. Coleman
Jessica Karen Cook³
William Cody Dean
Maria Teresa Delgado
Kristyn Shea Denton
Lisa G. Diaz
Robert Harold Dunigan III
Kelly A. Dunnbier
Shannon Marie Dwyer
Erik S. Edwards
Monico L. Evans
Liliana Falcon²
Shahrbanou Firouziniaki
Brittany Elyse Ford³
Christopher Wayne Frick
Edeline Faye Oclarit Gacura
Michael Garcia³
Asma Ghaffar
Rene John Glapion IV
Amber Kristine Groll
Catherine Ann Guedry
James Albert Gwosdz¹
Erica Leigh Hannemann
Candice Sharde Harris³
Shabnam Hasan
Sidney Carol Hennigh³
Roland Hernandez
Roberto De Jesus Herrera³
Jason Cain Higginbotham³
Adrienne Natalya Hirka
Amy Nicole Hoffman
Patrick Thomas Howell
Phillip Wayne Hunt Jr.
Ernest O. Imade Jr.
Jessica Elise Iselt²
Kristin Brooks Jackson
David Nicholas James
Mehar Javed
Garry E. Jedkins Jr.
Caliss Jewelle Johnson
Marie A. Juarez
Yasra Kamal
Speros N. Karahanis
Mona Mohamed Khalil²
Hania Khiljee
Seeena Baback Khonsari²
Zewuze K. Ladzekpo
Jimmy Xuandzuy Le¹
Minh Le
Oanh K. Le
Quoc Bao Le
Valerie Jean Lee¹
Susan Leung²
Jennifer Renee Lopez²
Denise Love
Amanda Ly
Lovely Elayda Malapay³
Brian Andrew Mandell
Ashwina Amin Manesia
Meagan Nicole Mathews³
Mark Michael Maxey
Jordan Ashley McCombs
Sean Robert McLean
John Ryan Milnes³
Mehar Javed Minhas
Bryan Michael Minzenmeyer
Carmen Denise Mitchell³
Jennifer Naseem Moayyad³
Ana Ali Momin
Shikha Narang
Don M. Neicheril
Kimberly Mary Nelson
Phanagan Tran Nguyen¹
Ashley Nichole Noah
Justin Kade Noble²
John Franklin Norris IV
Michael I. Nwogu³
Dominique Nicole Ochoa¹
Amy Ogbonnaya
Joy Oguhbanjo
Olatokunbo V. Okubanjo³
Emilia Ayodele Oloyede
Whitney Anne Olson³
Lopa Bharat Patel³
Priscilla Bangchau Pham
Lynette T. Phan
Ke’aundra Monique Pipps
Ryan Joseph Pierce
Erika M. Pittman
Vickie Ann Powers
Rogelio Quintero
Mohammed Sibgatur Rahman³
Adam Ramirez Jr.²
Tiesha D. Rhodes-Banks
Darcy Fay Rieff
Ruben Rivas
Godfrey Shayne Rodrigues²
Melissa Rosalee Rojas¹
Basmah Nishwan Salam³
Khefren W. Savannah
Rachel C. Scott
Sanket P. Shah²
Jessica Kelly Shamburger
Jonathan Sun Shin³
Brady Lee Shivers
Jason Sigaran
Stephen Garrett Silva
Marlan Sjade Simmons
Jill Kathleen Sladececk
Gregory Spano
Taylor Ryan Stapleton
Jessica Michael Stewart
Frenny Pravinbhai Sureja²
Diana N. Ta³
Jennifer Theobald²
Kewanna Y. Thomas
Jon W. Tong
Binh Quang Tran
Huong Thi Tran
Vi T. Tran³
Christa V. Traynor²
Tanesa S. Turner
Lai Ching Un
Richi Varghese³
Ruben Vasquez
Amanda Vuong²
Sabah Waheed
Amanda Marie France Walters
Andrea D. Warren
Christopher David White
Rachel Elizabeth Wieland³
Kristen Lavette Williams
Liana K. Wong
Ashley Chanel Yarbrough
Disha Sanjaykumar Zala
Victoria Zuniga
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CULLEN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Geofrey Goldwin Jeba
Dr. James T. Richardson, Advisor
Compact and Efficient Steam Reforming Reactor Powered by Catalytic Combustion for Hydrogen Generation

Sameer Israni
Dr. Michael P. Harold, Advisor
High Purity Hydrogen Generation Using Palladium Nanopore Membrane Reactors

Saurabh Yashwant Joshi
Dr. Vemuri Balakotaiah, Advisor
Low-Dimensional Models for Real Time Simulations of Catalytic Monoliths

Ashok Kumar
Dr. Michael P. Harold and Vemuri Balakotaiah, Advisors
A Study of NO, Storage and Reduction on Pt/BaO/Al,O_x Catalysts Using Temporal Analysis of Products

Zuze Mu
Drs. Akhil Bidani and Vemuri Balakotaiah, Advisors
Kinetics of Respiratory Burst: Mathematical Modeling and Experimental Study

Willard Lawrence Quon
Dr. James T. Richardson, Advisor
Modeling and Optimization of Steam/Methane Reforming on Ceramic Foam Substrates

Veselina Uzunova
Dr. Peter G. Vekilov, Advisor
Free Heme and the Polymerization of Sickle Hemoglobin

Manoj Yadav
Dr. Allan J. Jacobson, Advisor
A Study of Cathode Kinetics in Solid Oxide Fuel Cells

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Lien Huong Ngo Dang
Drs. David R. Jackson and Jeffrey T. Williams, Advisors
Design and Analysis of a High Power Waveguide-Fed Reduced Lateral Wave Antenna

Varada Rajan Komanduri
Dr. David R. Jackson, Advisor
Investigation of Reduced Surface Wave Microstrip Antennas and 1D-Leaky Wave Antennas for Broadside Radiation

Jiabin Xie
Dr. Richard Liu, Advisor
Automatic Skid Number Evaluation Using Texture Laser Measurement

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Michael L. Alfred
Dr. Christopher Chung, Advisor
Simulator for Engineering Ethics Education

Nilesh Ramesh Kulkarni
Dr. Maher Lahmar, Advisor
Optimal Control Policies for Make-to-Stock Systems with Exchange Transactions

Oliver C. Nwoifua
Dr. Christopher Chung, Advisor
A Methodology for Designing Airports for Enhanced Security Using Simulation

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Bin Fan
Dr. Gangbing Song, Advisor
Simulation of Smart Materials and Its Application in VTV Suppression

Mohamed Sabri Majdoub
Dr. Pradeep Sharma, Advisor
Flexoelectricity and Piezoelectricity in Nanostructures and Consequences for Energy Harvesting and Storage

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Basilios Eleftherios Sideris

MASTER OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Tuyen Thanh Nguyen

MASTER OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Yongjie Ren

MASTER OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
Juan Felipe Arce
Manan Jayant Bhalja
Ayodele Adetokunbo Egibetola
Luis Alejandro Garza
Michael Elam Gayle
Javed Iqbal Mahomed
Juan Antonio Rivas
Habib Tai

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Parnak Charkhchi
Rachel N. Howser
Figen Esen Ramirez
Bhavikkumar Rameshchandra Shah
Patricia A. Wheeler

MASTER OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Kishore Akasapu
Santhosh Kum Arunuri
Praneeth Boinapally
Tejas Uday Chitnis
Sneha Bhalechandra Date
Kahrlo Ocampo De Leon
Chaitanya Reddy Guntaka
Harsha Vardhan Ippagunta
Ravi Theja Karnati
Rameez Kadar Kazi
Divya Kazipet
Shashwati Arvind Kinikar
Prashant Konda
Aditya Koneru
Rekha Kota
Kista Reddy Kottam
Vishal Ravindra Lad
Fenguang Luo
Madhura Dilip Mankeshwar
Heena Mulla
Aditya Srinivas Nukala
Venkata Sidhartha Pingali
Satyanarayana Surapaneni

¹ Summa Cum Laude
² Magna Cum Laude
³ Cum Laude
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Travis H. Bendele
Mayuri Satish Mahajan
Manas Sawant
Joel Caleb Thomas

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Lisa A. Grecho
Moustapha Jalal Harb

MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Nnamdi O. Aniekwena
Vinodh Aravindakshan
Chandra Sekhar Atul
Shashank Anand Kumar Babel
Harshad Anil Bavdekar
Naresh Chityala
Mithilesh Dilip Dindorkar
Laura Espinoza
Abhijit Shailendra Gholap
Ningning Guo
Che-Wei Huang
Feby Jose
Tamara Kabar
Omkar Kashinath Khare
Chaitanya Kishor Kulkarni
Savya Kuncham Ramesh
Bhushan Hemant Lalwani
Lian Lin
Mrityunjay Devdatta Narsule
Francisca Ramirez
Chintan Jayesh Sanghani
Ashok Vadapalli
Shrirang Kishor Vaze
Lijun Wang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Madiha Ahmed
Bryan Kendall Brown
Christiana Chang
Ashley D. Higgins
Siu Chun Michael Ho
Hua Li
He Ma
Matthew Durward Novia
Deepinder Singh
Aritra Sur
Steven Vilano

MASTER OF PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
Mohamed Ali Ahmed
Mohammad Javed Akhtar
William Jack Boening
Kakamurad Hydyrov
Philip G. John
Sharath Mandadi
Alex Montgomery Norman
Sumit Rath

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
Kamil Alikhlalov
Javid Ilgar Babayev
Kathleen Lau
Wenbo Liu
Kshitij Mohan

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Gregory Robert Bohuslav²
Corey Francis Hryc³
Syed Ali Javed¹
Andrew Mark Khoury¹
Michael Duy Leba
Dominique Garcia Lim³
Max Lingamfelter
Hina Aziz Rehman²
Lauren Elizabeth Smith
John Tyler Wilson³

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Rini S. Abraham
Kevin Esher Burkart³
Ashley Brooke Cannon²
Rachel Elizabeth Clark¹
Aaron Bruce Damm²
Christina A. Dang
Cedric Cesar El Chidiac²
Donald R. Forgie³
Stacy Shanheng Lu³
Kyle Christopher Melby
Robert Mora³
An Hong Nguyen
Kevin Matthew Rodriguez³
Carlos David Rueda³
Saris Enrique Segarra
Liem Tran
Kenuo Wang¹
Jason Reid Zamora

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Fernando Alquicira¹
Joseph D. Aquino
Raul Rivera Bautista Jr.
Jordan E. Boucher³
Jorge Uriel Calvo³
Gabriel Garcia

Long Thanh Ho
Svetlana Vitalievna Koynova
Leilany Lugo-Reyes
Leslie Elise Mardis
Pasha Merrikh
Nisha Mohammad
Charlie K. Naier
Duan Tri Nguyen¹
Binh Le Thanh Pham³
Walid K. Radwan
Mohammad Hossein Samipour
Wendping Sawadogo
Luis Eduardo Segundo
Abdul Rahim Siraj²
Kory Wade Stevenson
Mario Ivan Tamez
Lawapan David Toe
Joanna Grace Morelos Urriza
Victoria F. Vazquez²
Junious Edward Williams IV
David Joshua Zettlemoyer³

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Jeremy Souto Gomes
John Stewart Hemmick²
Tomas I. Ortiz
Gary Ulisses Reyes²
Justin Thomas Reynolds

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Stephen Randolph Allen
James Beamer
Stephen Austin Cortiaus²
Lee E. Downing
Hector Javier Herrera
Joshua M. Kovitz¹
Ronald Laurent
Ryan Edward Ledsinger
Walter Daniel Mora³
Carlos Ernesto Moran
Colin Edward Nankervis³
Rahul U. Patel
Miguel A. Pena Jr.
Zerayacob Barsula Sermollo¹
Osaid Ahmed Shamsi³
Colin Michael Taylor³
Luan Minh Vo
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Affaf Bokhetache
Maria Carolina Cardozo Bouknight
Timothy Penaloza Callo³
Andres Canales-Flores
Viridiana Tabatha Chavez³
Luis Ernesto Godoy²
Michael C. Haynes
Mariluna Hernandez¹
Jael Medrano
Enrique Emanuel Monsalvo²
Juan Rodrigo Munoz³
Ruben G. Murillo³
Anthony I. Nasser
Francisco Olivos
Alfredo Alberto Oran³
Maher Hassan Sari
Kashif Jamal Solaija²
Daniel Unate³

Hector David Arambula
Guillermo A. Artiga-Castro
David Bass
Marc-Etienne F. Beaudet¹
Dylan Bush¹
Brian D. Castaneda
Wayne Gary Chenoweth II
Lesley Lashay Crawford
Rachel Ann Zdena Danek-Jones³
Matthew John DeForke
Zeina Elkhamissy¹
Justin Fleming
Armando Garza Jr.³
David Joseph Garza³
Hiram Gonzalez
Luis Gonzalez
Rodolfo A. Guzman¹
Ahmed Jalal Harb¹
Christopher Allan Howard³
Cristhian Daniel Hualde
Timothy Robert Johnson
Christopher George Kocurek²
Allen T. Le
John W. Lloyd³
Remi W. Luong

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Kaveh Ahrabi²
Misturat Mosunmola Akinyele²

Natalie Lynn Martin³
Jeffery B. Murrah¹
Hoa P. Nguyen²
Nikhil Phansalkar
Mason James Ponsonby³
Karthik Raghuram
Steven Abraham Ramirez
Hasan I. Rizvi²
Cody Ray Robinson³
Alfredo Enrique Rodriguez
John Berry Rogers
Diego Alejandro Rojas
Alex F. Rozo
John Sallans
Hector Adrian Sanchez
Adrian Michael Slusher³
Kara Danielle Smits
Jonathan M. Unverzagt¹
Alfredo Vasquez²
Dana Matthew Vilsack³
David Marshall Willis

ENGINEER’S CREED

As an Engineer, I dedicate my professional knowledge and skill to the advancement and betterment of human welfare.

I pledge:

To give the utmost of performance;

To participate in none but honest enterprise;

To live and work according to the laws of society and the highest standards of professional conduct;

To place service before profit, the honor and standing of profession before personal advantage, and the public welfare above all other considerations.

In humility and with need for Divine Guidance, I make this pledge.
JOHN BERRY ROGERS

Mr. John Berry Rogers graduated from the University of Houston with a bachelor of science in mechanical engineering in 1950. And, for the past 60 years, he has been a loyal alumnus – not just a supporter and advocate, but also a Life Member of the Alumni Association and a member of Cougar Pride. One thing he did not do at UH was participate in commencement. But now, nearing his 91st birthday, he has returned to his alma mater to remedy that.

Born in Quanah, Texas on May 25, 1919, Mr. Rogers is the son of a sharecropper and the first person in his family to earn a high school diploma and university degree. He advanced from a life of simple farming in Erath County to a college education and industrial career thanks to a series of federal programs and military service. During the Depression, he worked for the WPA and he learned machine shop operations in a government program. He found work in Houston’s petroleum industry as a machine operator.

In March 1942, with World War II under way, the cruiser USS Houston went down and its sinking became a rallying cry in this city to replace the crew of the Houston. Some 1,000 men volunteered – and Mr. Rogers was among them. He served proudly in the Pacific on three ships then returned to Houston, using the GI Bill to pursue a college education.

In order to help support his family while attending UH, Mr. Rogers re-enlisted as a Navy Reservist. On the eve of the Korean War in 1950, as he neared the completion of his degree, he was called to active duty. Fortunately, university policy was very accommodating and if a student was called to service and had completed the majority of course work for the semester, grades could be assessed and recorded. Under that policy, he was allowed to graduate. But at the time of his class’ commencement ceremony, he was preparing for service aboard the USS Glendale. Only after returning from service in Korea did he finally see his diploma that had been mailed more than a year before.

Eventually, Mr. Rogers retired to the family homestead outside of Stephenville, Texas and became active in several community groups, serving as commander of both American Legion Post 240 and Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 981. To fill the need for military burials, he helped organize an honor guard from the American Legion to respectfully lay to rest those who had served their country. He is the father of three, the grandfather of five and the great-grandfather of ten. He still proudly wears a UH class ring that is now very worn indeed.
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MASTER OF SCIENCE
Gunjan Bandhu
Kristin Ann Busch
Yin-Lin Chang
Benyamin Franky Christanday
William John Jason Dedrick IV
Alexandra Gade
Heather Hardee Gobert
Daniel James Jacob III
Hyunwoo Jang
Juevette Johnson
Anh Huynh Jorgensen
Hyun Jung Koh
Amy Kou
Sara Anne Lawless
Barbara Ellen Lebold
Sun Lew
Christina M. Lynne
Logan Andrew Steffens
Judy Elizabeth Waight

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Zohaib Ali
Aliya Amanzholova¹
Whitney Suzanne Anderson²
Brian Ralph Andrews
Katherine B. Apple²
Alexandrea Elisa Arras³
Austin J. Azinger²
Jordi Robert Barrachina
Rebecca Caryl Beard³
Mandy G. Bettega²
Charles Christopher Blackman²
Cynthia Phillips Boerger
Amanda Danielle Boren
Olivia Aqquilla Brown
Maria Fatima Canlas²
Daniel Fernando Chan
Jonathan Chantra
Andrea Chiquillo
Jessica Suzanne Choate¹
Elia Dehane Choquehuancan³
Michael Steven Christie²
Baason Hoang Chu
Courtney Lorinne Collins
Jennifer Nicole Contreras
Derek Austin Courtney
Patrick John DeMarco
Eric Allen Dooley
Britton Cantrell Douglass³
Thomas E. Dowson
Aaron Gregory D’Souza³
Catherine Elizabeth Enas³
Rachel Christensen Fndley
Jennifer Lauren Fischner³
Christopher John Fleischman³
Eric Alan Frankum
Barbara Vieira Freitas
Carolina Frias²
Alyssa Jennifer Friedman²
Maryruth Fryland²
Samantha Lys Gieseke²
Zachary Stanley Goldstein
Juan P. Gonzalez³
Laura M. Gonzalez³
Clever S. Granizo³
Alisha Shavonne Gregory
Daniel J. Gusart³
Jordan Lee Hahn
Lilin Cristina Hao
Joyous Hawkins
Jervonni O. Henderson
Cesar Alejandro Herrera
Amanda Rhea Hodgson¹
Sarah Anderson Hogan
Robert Blake Hoopingarner³
Elizabeth Ann Hopkins
Xinhui Hou³
Spencer T. Howell
Ting Huang³
Amanda Morgan Hunt³
Jonathan Ismaïl
Jon Wesley Ivy¹
Anis A. Jamal
Sam Kyle James³
Carlos Jimenez³
Lesa Janiece Jones
Jana Ruby Kern-Mireles
Anas Khallaayoun
Joyce Mina Kim²
Tommy David Kirk²
Devin Joseph Kline
Bandar Kolabi
Amanda Nicole Krost
Charles Kwon
Nicole Lacouture
Katherine Anne Laney
Sophia Lizethbeth Laso³
Bailey Cathleen Lassiter
Noel Nicole Lawrence
Cheryl Sin Hang Leung
Gustavo Linares Arizabalo
Melanie Meo Luangphan
Andrea Madero³
Marisa Martinez³
April Chiyoko Mata
Edwin Javier Mauricio
Jeffrey J. Mayhew
Anton Bo Mazac
Patrick Joseph McCaslin²
Franceska Marie McCaughan²
Lauren E. Mock²
Sammy Omar Monical
Laura Janet Morales¹
John Paul Ray Morgan
Alana Robin Morse
Samuel James Nottebart
Stephen Michael Ontiveros
Ashley D. Owens
Andrea Palmai³
Dion A.R. Pearson
Krystal Lynn Peay
Amanda Kristian Pennington
Andrea Meagen Perez
Yvette Marie Perez
Farhan G. Pesnani
Ngoc Kim Pham
Christopher Michael Prazak
Jonathan Allan Ramirez
Christopher Calvin Ray
Clint Richard Reed¹
Matthew Hunter Riggs
Amelia Elizabeth Robinson
Crystal Monique Rodriguez²
Daran Marshall Schneider²
Sarah Elizabeth Sechelski³
Jessica Lara Shell¹
Shannon Lynn Silver
Hannah Caitlin Smith²
Sophia Dee Smith³
Nicole Marrie Sopko³
Joshua Wesley Starr
Nandini Subramanian
Marissa Hancock Swenson³
Nathan Andrew Tabuena
Charles Walker Thames²
Emily Nicole Theobald³
Meagan Elizabeth Tomlin³
Amanda Faye Tramm²
Nam Tho Tran³
Rebecca Faye VanDolzer
Maria del Carmen Vergara
Katelynn Renea Walker²
Yi Wang¹
Zi Wang¹
Robert Aubrey Watson
Terra Rachelle White³
Bret Allan Whitmire
Drew Campbell Williams
Sean T. Wilson²
Amy Woodrome³
Diana Yuan Zhang³
Shiqi Zhao

¹ Summa Cum Laude
² Magna Cum Laude
³ Cum Laude
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COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ECONOMICS
Amelie Benear Carlton
Roberto A. Coronado
Onur Ince
George Mark Romagus IV

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGLISH
Creative Writing and Literature
Hayan S. Charara
Michael Nelson Jones
Brandon Dean Lamson
Keya Mitra
Paul R. Otremba

English
Nimmi Agnes Jayathurai
Lisa Olsen Tait

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN SPANISH
Amira Plascencia

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN HISTORY
Holle M. Canatella
Courtney Demayo
Mari Nicholson-Preuss
Timothy J. O’Brien
Benjamin James Pugno
Kimberly A. Youngblood

DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS IN CONDUCTING
Hector Aguero Jr.

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Katherine Howard Barillas
Linda Clark
April D. Crawford
Dewayne Huckabay
Anna B. Mikulski
Iftikha Sagarrazu
James White
Robert P. Yehl

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Monica Jeannette Garza
Kelly E. King
Maegan D. Swartwout
Garett M. Thornton
Kathryn Parish Wilson

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
Evelina Tapia

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Amber Bush
Alma Correa
Kristen N. Petty
Melissa Marie Raymundo
Robert C. Suchting

MASTER OF ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Richard Adam Blount
Jessica L. Wilson

MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN STUDIO ART
Graphic Communication
Sura A. Khudairi
Interdisciplinary Practice and Emerging Forms
Nancy Douthey
Grant MacManus
Vanessa VanAlstyne

Painting
Debra Marie Barrera
Geof Elton Hinnenstiel
Anne Jordan Regan

Photography and Digital Media
Tala Vahabzadeh

Sculpture
Robyn Leslie Lehmer
Richard Anthony Nix
Keijiro Suzuki

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION
Mass Communication Studies
Mariella De Alba Ortiz
Tanisha Everett
Leandra H. Hernandez
Kun Huang
Jessica Michan
Apera Chineze Nwora

Public Relation Studies
Erin Hilbrands Hall
Dawn Allison Katz
Ya-Ju Lin
Melissa Elaine Shemenski
Cynthia Anteaus Tate

Speech Communication
Krystol Lynnette Brockermeyer
Twyla Michelle Coy
Kimberly Ann Duncan
Lauren Nicole Neeld

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
Laura Nicole Achivida
Sarah Kainer Aertker
Sameen S. Akbarali
Lindsay Carpenter Albritton
Lindsey Renee Berridge
Emily Ann Brown
Sarah E. Burden
Sanda Chokbengboun
Deanna Sue Crick
Kendall Leigh Cunyus
Nicole Marie Diez
Carrie Elizabeth Foley
Kelly Elizabeth Gonzalez
Valerie Lynn Grizzaffi
Michelle S. Jacobson
Anna V. Koroleva
Jamie Kaye Lim
Michael Robert Molitoris
Nancy Nagy Naguib
Vanessa Kay Page
Jennifer Nicole Parker
Linda Barbara Plomer
Giovanna Nichola Renfrow
Jessica McKenny Slater
Ashley Ueckert

MASTER OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS
Meng Han

¹ Summa Cum Laude
² Magna Cum Laude
³ Cum Laude
⁴ Banner Bearer
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MASTER OF ARTS IN ENGLISH

English
Charley C. Miles II
Glynis Mitchell
Melissa Pinon
Amanda Rudd
Clayton J. Zuba

MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN ENGLISH

Creative Writing
Sean B. Bishop
Laurie A. Cedilnik
Eric M. Ekstrand
Hannah Rebecca Gamble
Kasten C. Glover
Manuel E. Gonzalez Jr.
Ian B. Schimmel
Monique Marie Stevens

MASTER OF ARTS IN SPANISH

Madeleine J. Farrow

MASTER OF ARTS IN HISTORY

Katherine Michelle McGittigan
Andrew Joseph Pegoda
Natalie Marie Schuster
Brandon Mcguire Todd

MASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC HISTORY

Tiffany Monet Schreiber

MASTER OF ARTS IN PHILOSOPHY

Matthew R. McConnell
Michael Willson Patterson
Christopher James Richards
Zachary Logan Swanson
Brian T. Wittppenn

MASTER OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

Julinda Abd
Jon W. Cooper
Nathan Lee Hosey
Anjali H. Kanoja
Aldo F. Ponce
Marwa M. Shalaby

MASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Connell Hugh Cunningham
Elissa Gibson
Sheri L. Verm

MASTER OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY

Terri Lynn Barrera
Chad P. Johnson
Mindy Michelle Krischer
Amanda R. Mathew
Lindsey M. Rabhan
Andrew Michael Robinson
Sabrina Deeann Volpone
Ragini Yallampalli

MASTER OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY

Giancarlo M. Muschi Hoyos

MASTER OF ARTS IN THEATRE

Anna Elizabeth Lacy
Kathleen Saumure-Jones

MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN THEATRE

Jacklyn Ann Collier
Russell John Daniels
Stephanie Frances Holladay
Patrick Damien Earl
Christopher Egging
Jonathan Brady Gonzalez
Clinton Robert Hopper
Jonathan Matthew Sprik
Demetria Thomas

BACHELOR OF ARTS, BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS, BACHELOR OF MUSIC, BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Anthropology
Garrett Boyd Ballard³
Pamela Antoinette Chargois
Alexandra Deanne Currier³
Fatimeh Layla Dashtabadi
Biniam Alemayehu Demissie
Gwendolyn Jane Fritz
Arthur Thomas Graham
Victoria Haygood³
Diana M. Hernandez²
Mary Helen Jacobus³
Gaylynn Marie King
Elizabeth Ashley Meche
Scott Andrew Milligan¹
Olugbenga Olumide Okunsanya
Elizabeth Pelz²
Gabriela D. Pena³
Judy Peralta
Claire Elizabeth Poff
Walter John Schouten²
Tiffany Michael Shannon
Raj Kamlesh Thaker²
Stefanie Michelle Walker
Jessica Susan Wilson²

Art
Nancy Jean Baltodano³
Tanya N. Baradhi³
Kirsten R. Barrientes
Rowan Mackenzie Bingham
Charlotte Boman²
Joanna Michelle Bonner³
Lindsey Adele Bowsher³
Charlotte Boman²
Joanna Michelle Bonner³

Applied Music
John F. Beetle
Christopher Michael Brown
Abigail Jean Charlton
Henry A. Darragh
Michael Grauvogl
Ashley Guilott
Elisabeth K. Hope
Lyndsey Nicole Johnson
Yun Jeong Kim
Amanda Marian Kingston
Zachary J. Lerner
Derrick Ian Meador
Jennifer Lauren Noel
Sarah Elizabeth Oliver
Gabriel John Preisser
Melody Lyn Richardson
Laura Catherine Riggs
Clayton E. Roberts
Antonia Margarita Orozco Rogers
David W. Smith
Laura Smith
Kenneth Gabriel Tice
Composition
Joel D. Love III

BACHELOR OF ARTS, BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS, BACHELOR OF MUSIC, BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Anthropology
Garrett Boyd Ballard³
Pamela Antoinette Chargois
Alexandra Deanne Currier³
Fatimeh Layla Dashtabadi
Biniam Alemayehu Demissie
Gwendolyn Jane Fritz
Arthur Thomas Graham
Victoria Haygood³
Diana M. Hernandez²
Mary Helen Jacobus³
Gaylynn Marie King
Elizabeth Ashley Meche
Scott Andrew Milligan¹
Olugbenga Olumide Okunsanya
Elizabeth Pelz²
Gabriela D. Pena³
Judy Peralta
Claire Elizabeth Poff
Walter John Schouten²
Tiffany Michael Shannon
Raj Kamlesh Thaker²
Stefanie Michelle Walker
Jessica Susan Wilson²

Art
Nancy Jean Baltodano³
Tanya N. Baradhi³
Kirsten R. Barrientes
Rowan Mackenzie Bingham
Charlotte Boman²
Joanna Michelle Bonner³
Lindsey Adele Bowsher³
Charlotte Boman²
Joanna Michelle Bonner³

Applied Music
John F. Beetle
Christopher Michael Brown
Abigail Jean Charlton
Henry A. Darragh
Michael Grauvogl
Ashley Guilott
Elisabeth K. Hope
Lyndsey Nicole Johnson
Yun Jeong Kim
Amanda Marian Kingston
Zachary J. Lerner
Derrick Ian Meador
Jennifer Lauren Noel
Sarah Elizabeth Oliver
Gabriel John Preisser
Melody Lyn Richardson
Laura Catherine Riggs
Clayton E. Roberts
Antonia Margarita Orozco Rogers
David W. Smith
Laura Smith
Kenneth Gabriel Tice
Composition
Joel D. Love III

BACHELOR OF ARTS, BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS, BACHELOR OF MUSIC, BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Anthropology
Garrett Boyd Ballard³
Pamela Antoinette Chargois
Alexandra Deanne Currier³
Fatimeh Layla Dashtabadi
Biniam Alemayehu Demissie
Gwendolyn Jane Fritz
Arthur Thomas Graham
Victoria Haygood³
Diana M. Hernandez²
Mary Helen Jacobus³
Gaylynn Marie King
Elizabeth Ashley Meche
Scott Andrew Milligan¹
Olugbenga Olumide Okunsanya
Elizabeth Pelz²
Gabriela D. Pena³
Judy Peralta
Claire Elizabeth Poff
Walter John Schouten²
Tiffany Michael Shannon
Raj Kamlesh Thaker²
Stefanie Michelle Walker
Jessica Susan Wilson²

Art
Nancy Jean Baltodano³
Tanya N. Baradhi³
Kirsten R. Barrientes
Rowan Mackenzie Bingham
Charlotte Boman²
Joanna Michelle Bonner³
Lindsey Adele Bowsher³
Charlotte Boman²
Joanna Michelle Bonner³

Applied Music
John F. Beetle
Christopher Michael Brown
Abigail Jean Charlton
Henry A. Darragh
Michael Grauvogl
Ashley Guilott
Elisabeth K. Hope
Lyndsey Nicole Johnson
Yun Jeong Kim
Amanda Marian Kingston
Zachary J. Lerner
Derrick Ian Meador
Jennifer Lauren Noel
Sarah Elizabeth Oliver
Gabriel John Preisser
Melody Lyn Richardson
Laura Catherine Riggs
Clayton E. Roberts
Antonia Margarita Orozco Rogers
David W. Smith
Laura Smith
Kenneth Gabriel Tice
Composition
Joel D. Love III
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Raul R. Gonzalez¹
Geneva Gordon
Emily Marlise Halbardier¹
Niha Hasan¹
Christa Michelle Havican
Amy Therese Heidbreder²
Marcia Thanh Hoang²
James Andrew Ireland³
Mohd I. Jamaluddin²
Jennifer Lynn Kaminski³
Mark Z. Kimmel
Emily Paige Lacy¹
Kyra Michelle Lancon²
Michael Nguyen Luong²
Christina Therese Macey²
Leah Nicole Macey¹
Crystal Marie Martin²
Monica L. Medellin²
Julie Anne Meliza¹
Nathaniel Fuller Munier
Virginia Marie Murello
Phui Yee Ng²
Jane Nghiem¹
Maricela A. Ochoa²
Maria Gabriela Oran¹
Rachel E.E. Outlaw³
Ada Pedraza
Tony Perez³
Bobby J. Poole³
Anna Laura Reyes
Abby Leann Rivera³
Adriana Rodiles-Alvarado²
Jennifer Rodriguez³
Haley Veronica Ross
Jessica Vicci Ruggles³
R.Jay Alvaro Ruiz³
Zartasha A. Shah
Ian Randolph Sigley²
Hector Enrique Solis
Martha Gail Starkey³
Veronica M. Sudol³
Kwan Yee Tam²
Kim Hoang Tran
Tam Dang Truong³
Rachel Elizabeth Van Nieuwenhuise
Dena Christine Wallace²
Stephanie Anne Williams
Erin Adair Woltz²
Jonathan Chad Wood Jr.³

Communication
Marwa Ali Abdelrahman²
Nouf Abdul Wahab Al Abbas
Mahabub Alam
Sidronio A. Alejandro III
Meetrah Amini
Kasey Lynnette Archer
Jessica Arredondo
Guillermo Carlos Barajas
Corina D. Barrera²
Amanda Nicole Beard
Jeremy Jason Branham
Jacob Palmer Brissée²
Divya Mohan Budhrani³
Phu Ngoc Bui³
Belinda Cantrell
Adriene Nicole Carter²
Aurora Maria Castellano³
Carline Charfauros
Yi-Ting Chen³
Ranelle Michelle Childs
Tiffany Hope Cintron
Nicole Conyers³
Simone Marie Cooper
Janine Carmella Crissman
Ryan D. Dearn¹
Eileen Michelle Deguia
Alan Giovanny Delon
Heather Ann Diaz
Crystal Myrand Dones
Alanna Dian Douglas
Leonel E. Dubon
Aaron Brice Dunn
Reginha Yvette Eastep
Paulette Katrell Ehmer³
Magen Leigh Ellis³
Niesha I. Esene³
Angelica Espaillat
Carolina Fassi
Kenneth S. Fomunung²
Veda Katheryne Ford
Lindsey Leigh Foster
Michael Charles Fusilier Jr.
Dalia Lidely Garcia
Jenny Garganian Garcia
Daisy M. Gomez
Leslie Nicole Gonzales
Jazmin Esmeralda Gonzalez
Erica Govea
Marim A. Guessous
Aimee Elise Guidry
Heather Nicole Hancock
Clark Wade Harrington
Haley Nicole Harrison
Brunheld Marie Harrop
Jason Ray Hartley³
Hafsah Noor Hashmi
Krista Michelle Hayes
Ontario Damon Haynes
Robert Andrew Henthorne
Lizeth Hernandez³
Katherine Cyrene Hoffart³
Annie Marie Holder¹
Brittany Nicole Holland¹
Renee Georgette Holland
Matthew Lyles Hornbostel²
Enorene Ikomnwonba²
Dana Marie Johnson³
Seth Douglas Johnson
Stephen Brent Johnson
Samantha Jordan
Jeff Austin Jost³
Asad-Ullah Husnain Kahloon
Stephanie L. Kamion³
Brittany Denise Kelley
Farredah Mahasin Kenon¹
Sasha T. Kontchou
Sarah E. Krusleski³
Mishele Lamshing
Brian E. Legrand
Robert Jesse Lewis
Robin Simone Loos³
El Xemenes Love
Tara Lulla
Amanda Ai Nhi Luu²
Andrew James Madonio³
Sharmin Maredia
Allison Suzanne Martin
Andrew James Martin
Satirie Lynnette Martin
Araceli Cruzalta Martinez
Claudia Martinez
Felipe De Jesus Medina³
Richard Eugene Michael Jr.
Talitha Joy Molina
Melissa Sosa Monteza
Amanda M. Montgomery
John Chadwick Morgan
Arsala Mustafa³
Emily Ann Nelson
Ijeoma Chantil Nkele
Blessing Obaseki
Nwanne Tina Otum
Thalia Ivette Padilla²
Julieta Paita
Melanie Espinosa Pang
Ashley Ann Parker³
Jose Rafael Parr²
Joanna A. Parra
Alyssa Ann Pattrson
Alba Marina Perez
Christa Lyn Peterson
Ngoc Thao Thi Pham³
Alice O. Pratt³
Holly Beth Prevost²
Charles Winston Propst Jr.²
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Bonnie May Quach
Erika Clara Ramirez
Mikhail Dominic Roberts
Gustavo Henrique Rocha
Celestina Marie Roddy
Jennifer Marie Rodriguez
Lamar Anthony Sanders³
Celina Martina Sandoval
Pamela Sandoval³
Sasha Maria Schwendenwein²
Kelly Lane Scott
Shivani Mrugesh Shah³
Adam Harris Shapiro
Katy Elizabeth Sherman²
Josh Brandt Shideler²
Ro-Yu Shih
Larry Christopher Sigcho
Melissa Janeth Silva¹
Ashley Brooke Simco
Crystal Ann Simmons³
Lauren Lynn Simpson
Cecilia M. Smith
Lauren Elizabeth Smith
Layne Helen Smith
Tanya Maria Spriggs
Blake Taylor Stratton
Elizabeth Charlen Suessman
Joseph Borden Tennant
JaNae Alyse Thomas
Callie Arlene Thompson³
Sinai Estefania Tirado
Andrea Lynette Tompkins
Racquel Maricela Torres
Jessica Ruth Traylor
Ronnie J. Turner²
Hugo A. Valdez
Graviela Crystal Valerio
Michelle Yvette Villarreal
Jorge Vivar
Tonya Evette Walker
Teraisha Nicole Warren
Dorian Dejuan White
Audrey Cecelia Wiggins³
Alexis Adrianne Williams
Ashley Nicole Williams²
Judith Ann Cowart Williams²
Simone Campbell Williams
Ashley L. Wilson
Elena Jeanette Witt-Guerra¹
Stephen Yee Wong
John Kyrollos Yakoub
Louise Anne Yates²
Fauzia Q. Zavary
Adrienne Rae Zientek

Communication Sciences and Disorders
Jaquelyn Arias²
Patrick Buchanan
Maria Librada Flores³
Lea Gizelle Gagarin⁴
Alejandra Estrada Gomez
Michelle Renee Hammons
Elizabeth Katherine Iversen³
Shirin Jamal Jivani¹
Ashley Megan Lyons²
Valerie Jean McIntosh
Stacy Ann Orlando
Sarah Panjwani¹
Rawan Fathi Zaidan

Economics
Omar Abu-Shaaban
Adedapo O. Akinpelu
Ayokunle Okiki Aladeselu
James Thon Aleer
Carlton Amoo¹
Janet Ashikai Ashitey¹
Nabiha Yasmeen Aziz¹
Matthew Alan Canale
Zulemma A. Castillo
Michael Chau
Steven Ray Christopher³
Chris Mark Epstein
Temitope Oluubokola Fawibe
Phyllis Denise Filsaime
Jorge Arturo Gamboa III
Sidney Lee Ginn
Claudia Linda Guidi
Jose Gutierrez
Musarat Habib
Dustin Lyle Hacker²
Navid Hajazimzanjani
Jerry D. Horak
Aaron Noah Horvitz
Valerie N. Hurst
Katherine K. Hussainali
Hafsa Hussaini
Daniel Phillip Hyde
Lincoln Fuad Ibrahim
Jay Donald Kelley Jr.
Shaheed Ahmed Khan
Mark Alan Kitchens
Tuan Duy Le
Michael K. Lo
Brittmy Cristina Martinez
Aurelio Alonso Mclean
Fidel Angel Menjivar
Steve Messer
Lawrence Walter Myers
Sergio Navarro³
Peter Bao Nguyen
Gavin Cohan Oliver
Calin M. Oprescu
Zakary Dale Presley
Robert Christopher Richter
Claudia Rivera
Elsy Jeanette Salgado
Landon Blaine Self
Jaweria Seth³
Chih-Chieh Shih
Alyssa Dominique Sloan
Miguel Alejandro Thornton
Eddison Sirguy Titus
Justin Matthew Valentine
David Austin Veasley Jr.
Alberto Velazquez
Creighton D. Wells
Marcus C. Whitfield
Robert F. Worthy Jr.
Abdul Haseeb Zakaria¹
Paniz Zamanian

English
Diane Aguirre²
Kellie Lyn Aldrich
Jessica Nicole Alvarado³
Christine River Bakos-Block¹
Brienne Nicole Blasi
Lucia Catherine Briggs³
Dylan Stuart Brooks²
Christina H. Brugger
Christopher Warner Busby²
Sarah Elizabeth Castillo
Sharon Chavez
David Chou¹
Clay Durrand Crafton³
Helen L. Curtis
Drew Anthony Darnell¹
Tyler Presley Darnell
Caitlin Michelle Deans³
Wendi Diane Duggan²
Trang-Thu V. Duong²
Mark Francis Ellis II
Carrie Alice Espey¹
Andrew Michael Evans
Jeremy Eric Faulk
Sara B. Gabler¹
Nico Dawn Guberry
Chelsea Brooks Ghiselin
Amanda Kay Goggin²
Mark Anthony Gonnering³
David Gonzales²
Alexis S. Guidry
Rachel Lynn Haag²
Jennifer R. Hallam
Cecille J. Haywood
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Molly Jeannine Henneke²
Robert Carter Higgs
Kyle Patrick Hodges²
Jillian Anne Hogno
Travis E. Hollin
Andrea D. Jackson²
Christian Gordon Jackson
Christine Schmidt Jolink³
Bryan Michael Kelly
Michael R. Lasso
Bethany Melody Leftwich¹
Rashandra Lynelle Lewis
Devin T. Lisenbee
Xavier Von Livingston²
Lotus A. Martin²
Mary Leigh Martin¹
Christina A. Martinez²
Lloyd-Wm Michael Mccluskey²
Amanda Lynn McMahan
Brian Matthew Mensik³
Allie Christina Miller
Patricia Montanes¹
David Scott Neumann³
Lynn Little Nguyen²
James David Norris¹
Whitney Orr
Michael Perry Osborne²
Jessica Ann Padilla²
Amanda Kathleen Pate¹
Heather Elizabeth Pedoto²
Julio A. Penalosa
Rose A. Penteceost²
Ngoc-Bich Thi Pham
Samantha Suzanne Phillips²
Cynthia Guadalupe Plascencia
Zachary David Rader
Shetina N. Randle
Chad Alan Randolph
Jeremy Deandre Raymond-Watson
Rachel Whitney Reed
Elias Reyes
Tina Robin Richardson¹
Jinny Lyn Rios³
Ruth Antoinette Rodriguez
Sarah Beth Rodriguez
Dlynn Rubio¹
Margaret Joelle Lasut Schweighauser²
Angela R. So¹
Allan Lee Solomon Jr.²
Kimberly Jade Stetler
Phillip Grady Stout
Anam Safdar Syed
Rebecca Sue Thacker¹
Andrew Thomas³
Samantha Suzanzena Thorpe
Linh Kim Ty
Ashley Rachelle Vandekamp
Eileen Marie Wallace
Teshia V. Washington
Joel Foster Yelton
Sherry Ch'ung Yu
Hispanic Studies
Debbie Alvarado
Ileana Garza Alvarado
Madelyn Chavez³
Maria Luisa Chavez
Marcella Noemi Craig
Daniel Juan De La Pena
Melissa Rae Duprey²
Alessandra Fazio
Thalia Flores²
Angelica Garcia
Lucia Guillen
Cecilee J. Haywood
Jessica E. Hernandez
Stephanie L. Kamion³
Sara Ann Mason¹
Ryan Douglas Mcmullin
Fatima Morken³
Teresa Onofre
Gabriela D. Pena³
Kristzina Petho-Roberson
Gabriel Viera Rodriguez
Charlotte Rose Russell
Melissa Karina Stein³
Viviana Verastegui
Brandon Webb
Christine Elizabeth Wisch¹
History
Elena Marie Almendarez
Anna Marie Anderson¹
Blair Elizabeth Ault²
Jeremy Sean Balkin
Adrienne Danielle Baskins
Ashley Victoria Bias
Laura Clare Bobrick
Kyle Andrew Caesar
Kirke Bonham Campbell
Joseph Charles Casto
Matthew Wei-Fu Chan³
Joseph Cannon Crump
Caitlin Elizabeth Cuppennul³
Erik Sean Danna¹
William Travis Dees³
Wendi Diane Duggan²
Gary Wayne Ellington
Isaac L. Emler
Mark Gregory Paul Fritzenschaft³
John Hugo Gibbs³
Derek R. Goodwin¹
Theresa Payson Gray³
Raun Griffin
Esteban Flores Guajardo
Sharzad Halvaeian¹
Thomas Jefferson Hanna
Demetrisce C. Harrold Jr.
Victoria Haygood²
Autumn Marie Hose
Daniel J. Huhman
Arthur Jacinto Jr.
Jennifer Eileen Jackson³
Karissa A. Kuligowski
Francisco Rogelio Lopez²
Callie Michelle Ludwik
Matthew A. Malone
Mark Vincent Mansfield³
Christopher Martinez³
Timothy Mathew Mathis
Timothy Paul McCreight
Thomas McGee
Jhomnatan J. Moreno
Quang H. Nguyen
Johnny Khanh Ninh
Kathryn A. Nippert²
Rebecca Marie Otey²
Jesse Read Parks
Charles Andrew Peterson
Victor Josue Quijano
Amanda Brooke Renevier³
Ronnie J. Turner²
Greyce A. Vazquez
Brian C. Vega
Aaron Carder Walden
Alex Sol West³
Kimberly Ann Wilkins
Modern and Classical Languages
Kevin Scott Allshouse³
Yi-Ting Chen³
Griselda Magdalena Chevez
Janet E. De Luna³
Aaron Gregory D'souza³
Patricia Arlene Gerardo¹
Bradley Evers Jones
Rachel Chia-Chi Ku
Holly Loredana Laurenzana¹
Michaelle Livingston
Marco Ivan Marshall
Sara Ann Mason¹
Fatima Morken³
Jared Alexander Pinkston
Amanda Brooke Renevier³
Allan Lee Solomon Jr.²
Lesette Soria¹
Phillip Grady Stout
Forozan Tassouji
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Music
Claudia Gabriela Arroyave
David Anthony Ayon II¹
Carley Rae Brennecke-Jones¹
Aimee Elise Brettez³
Ryan Scott Brittain¹
Anna E. Clarke
Michael Anthony Craig²
Matthew Aaron Davis
Richard David Dilworth
Crystal Ann Garcia¹
Haley Martin Gehring¹
Carley Rae Brennecke-Jones¹
Aimee Elise Bretzke¹
Ryan Scott Brittain¹
Anna E. Clarke
Michael Anthony Craig²
Matthew Aaron Davis
Richard David Dilworth
Crystal Ann Garcia¹
Haley Martin Gehring¹
Carley Rae Brennecke-Jones¹
Aimee Elise Bretzke¹
Ryan Scott Brittain¹
Anna E. Clarke
Michael Anthony Craig²
Matthew Aaron Davis
Richard David Dilworth
Crystal Ann Garcia¹
Haley Martin Gehring¹
Carley Rae Brennecke-Jones¹
Aimee Elise Bretzke¹
Ryan Scott Brittain¹
Anna E. Clarke
Michael Anthony Craig²
Matthew Aaron Davis
Richard David Dilworth
Crystal Ann Garcia¹
Haley Martin Gehring¹
Carley Rae Brennecke-Jones¹
Aimee Elise Bretzke¹
Ryan Scott Brittain¹
Anna E. Clarke
Michael Anthony Craig²
Matthew Aaron Davis
Richard David Dilworth
Crystal Ann Garcia¹
Haley Martin Gehring¹
Carley Rae Brennecke-Jones¹
Aimee Elise Bretzke¹
Ryan Scott Brittain¹
Anna E. Clarke
Michael Anthony Craig²
Matthew Aaron Davis
Richard David Dilworth
Crystal Ann Garcia¹
Haley Martin Gehring¹
Carley Rae Brennecke-Jones¹
Aimee Elise Bretzke¹
Ryan Scott Brittain¹
Anna E. Clarke
Music

Political Science
Jessica Alejandra Abonce
Diane Aguirre²
Sharon Elaine Alford
Uzair H. Anis³
Janet Ashkai Ashitey¹
Blair Elizabeth Ault²
Shivani Y. Bhakta
Laura Clare Bobrick
Nathan Chris Bradley²
Thomas M. Brown
Christopher Warner Busby²
Brandyn Mitchell Butler²
Alisha M. Casarez
Matthew Wei-Fu Chan³
Sharon Chavez
John Craig Clarke
Hillary Frances Corgey³
Michael Patrick Daigle
Erica Fei Day
Kevin Thomas Dyer¹
Veronika Elaine Evans³
Larry Darnell Ferguson Jr.
Susan Saviona Fernandes²
Aman Zerizghi Fissihha³
Derek R. Goodwin¹
Lucia Guilen
Jonathan Philip Gulley
Eileen Ellen Guthrie
Dustin Lyle Hacker²
Navid Hajazimanzani
Thomas Jefferson Hanna
Mirel Raquel Herrera
Autumn Marie Hose
Phillip Andrew Hudson
Rosecate A. Ibe
Enorense Ipongmonbatua²
Bradford A. Kaufman
Amenah A. Khalil³
Matthew John Kolodoski
Michael Lawrence Krupp
Vincent Hee Kwon²
Parkson Yick Man Lam
Francis Layton
Brenna R. Lerman
Todd Patrick Leveritt
Charles Erwin Levy
Joshua Paul Luedicke²
Andrew Nathan Marks¹
Brittny Cristina Martinez
Jose L. Martinez
Sarah Nicole Martinez
Laura Alicia Masch
Daniel Adam McCormack
Robert William Lee McNish²
Steve Messer
Ghizal Miri²
Michael Christopher Montalto
Nathaniel Fuller Munier
Sergio Navarro¹
Johnny Khanh Ninh
Kristofer Mark Nowotny
Bradley O’Conner
Gavin Cohan Oliver
Giang Vi Ong³
Benjamin A. Phares²
John Ellsworth Phillips
Sheila Frances Pilgreen
Casey J. Putnam
Jennifer Marie Rodriguez
Jose E. Rodriguez
Luis Ruiz
Zuhair Ahmed Siddiqui²
Evan Benjamin Simmons
Aaron Graham Simpson
Nicholas John Smith
Aaron John Sohns
Chae Kap Song
Lesette Soria³
Candice Nicole Soto
Andrew John Steele²
Courtney Nicole Stryker
Camille Elizabeth Takacs
Sean Martin Tarver
Keith Allen Taylor²
Edekel Tecl³
Joshua D. Tidwell
Suzanne T. Tran²
Juan Pablo Tschen
David Preston Tucker²
Mohammad A. Usmani
Greyci A. Vazquez
Nastasya Volkovich¹
Yevheniya Volkovich
Aaron Carder Walden
Kelly Whitmire Waterman
Nathan Watkins
Jamil S. Whalen Sr.
Alexandria Dione Wilkerson
Tonya Denise Williams-Scott

Psychology
Aisha Adil²
Maram Gamal Ahmed
Melisa Akin³
Ritta N. Al Maalouf³
Jaymie Renee Allen¹
Lindsay Anne Altenbaumer³
Carlton Amoo¹
Alexandra Marie Stephana Anderson¹
Ashley Brooke Andrews

Philosophy
Gabriel O. Ashcroft Jr.
Ishaan Singh Bains³
Brandyn Mitchell Butler²
Shamina Chang¹
Aaron Brice Dunn
Carson Shelton Headley
William Cody Hix
Emily Paige Lacy³
Selena Renee Vasquez-Salvide

Philosophy

Politics
Gabriel O. Ashcroft Jr.
Ishaan Singh Bains³
Brandyn Mitchell Butler²
Shamina Chang¹
Aaron Brice Dunn
Carson Shelton Headley
William Cody Hix
Emily Paige Lacy³
Selena Renee Vasquez-Salvide

Politics
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Nyimas Khairunnisa Arief³
Ana Elisabeth Armijos
Maria Mercedes Arredondo¹
Yara Arreola
Rosine A. Atidepe
Dean Joseph Atkinson²
Lisa L. Ayres
Ammah Sohail Baig
Amber Nicole Baysinger
Andrea Renea Beck²
Natasha Gomides Benatti
Petzee Acuin Bernadas
Ashley Marie Boling
Octavia S. Bolton
Nathan Chris Bradley²
Angela D. Brown
Barbara Lindsay Brown¹
Derek Ryan Brown²
Linda L. Brown
Zackary Peyton Brown
Jessica Lynn Burandt
Erika Leticia Cano
Lizbeth Cardenas²
Christine Mae Carijutan Catalla
Darcel Renee Chambers³
Robin Amelia Chaney³
Shamina Chang³
Sukhvinder Kaur Cheema
Ava Chuang
Brandon Cisneros
Lashunda Renee Collins
Gayla Rochelle Conners
Nicole Conyers³
Nicoleta Mihaela Cotoi
Sandra G. Malburg Cotrim³
Fannie Jean Cotton
Dallas T. Crook
Alexandra Deanne Currier¹
Amanda Sue Danielson¹
Kevin Patrick Darby¹
Erica Fei Day
Noemi De Alejandro
Nicole Cathleen Delhomme
Heather Raye Dial¹
Danitra Brenique Douglas
Sayna Ebrahimzadeh³
Eric Anthony Elizondo
Linda Elkhayat³
Sara Joy England
Erica Natissahia Evans
Toni M. Fennie
Melissa Beatriz Finol
Maria Librada Flores³
Thalia Flores²
Nyimas Khairunnisa Arief³
Ana Elisabeth Armijos
Maria Mercedes Arredondo¹
Yara Arreola
Rosine A. Atidepe
Dean Joseph Atkinson²
Lisa L. Ayres
Ammah Sohail Baig
Amber Nicole Baysinger
Andrea Renea Beck²
Natasha Gomides Benatti
Petzee Acuin Bernadas
Ashley Marie Boling
Octavia S. Bolton
Nathan Chris Bradley²
Angela D. Brown
Barbara Lindsay Brown¹
Derek Ryan Brown²
Linda L. Brown
Zackary Peyton Brown
Jessica Lynn Burandt
Erika Leticia Cano
Lizbeth Cardenas²
Christine Mae Carijutan Catalla
Darcel Renee Chambers³
Robin Amelia Chaney³
Shamina Chang³
Sukhvinder Kaur Cheema
Ava Chuang
Brandon Cisneros
Lashunda Renee Collins
Gayla Rochelle Conners
Nicole Conyers³
Nicoleta Mihaela Cotoi
Sandra G. Malburg Cotrim³
Fannie Jean Cotton
Dallas T. Crook
Alexandra Deanne Currier¹
Amanda Sue Danielson¹
Kevin Patrick Darby¹
Erica Fei Day
Noemi De Alejandro
Nicole Cathleen Delhomme
Heather Raye Dial¹
Danitra Brenique Douglas
Sayna Ebrahimzadeh³
Eric Anthony Elizondo
Linda Elkhayat³
Sara Joy England
Erica Natissahia Evans
Toni M. Fennie
Melissa Beatriz Finol
Maria Librada Flores³
Thalia Flores²
Melissa Nicole Focone
Alaysha Devore Ford
Pauline Araque Francisco
Dominic Franco³
Ashton Marie Garza
Alexandra Gelman
Koshy George
Cynthia Sue Goble²
Maria Paula Gomez Rojas
Victoria Celeste Gomez
Paul Sanchez Gonzalez
Barbara R. Goodhue
Shanay Rochelle Gregory
Claudia Judith Guardiola
Chasity Cena Guidry
Rachel Lynn Haag²
Emily Christine Hall
Nadia Christina Hamid³
Jessica Rae Harris
Kevin Patrick Hartgrove
Carson Shelton Headley
Yesenia N. Hernandez
Dianne Herron
Nina Ann Hicks
Peyton William Hill³
Hung Tran-Thien Hoang²
Kathleen Hogan-Masha
Nicole Alba Hopkins
Samuel Joseph Hopkins³
Christopher Trung Huynh
Marina Irfan²
Bonham Jameson
Lanecia N. Jenkins
Lorin Lia Jimenez¹
Natarsha Lashé Johnson
Whitney Tanil Joseph³
Joseph E. Kare
Marim Hatimali Karimjee
Rebecca Leigh Kaufmann
Amenah A. Khalil¹
Nabeel Khan³
Maegan Christine Kiphart
Ludwig M. Kofele
Brandon Ali Koroni
Christina Lynn Kowalski³
Elizabeth L. Krasin
Taylor O.D. Landers
Marie Ellen Lara
Kimberly Ann Le¹
Shelby Rene Lollar³
Daniella Elizabeth Lopez²
Lizzie J. Lovall
Veronica Nicole Love
Briana Chantel Loyd
Jamie Chi-Quan Lu
Anny Minh Chau Luu
Seyd Behnam Majd
Merylle Albano Marasigan
Patricia Claire Marshall
Mary Leigh Martin¹
Lauren Elizabeth Master
Ancil Susan Mathew
Molly Marie Mathis³
Vickie Lynn Mathis
Edward Henry McGregor
William Medrano
Natalia Bastos Melo
Melissa R. Melvin
Roxanna F. Meraz
Katherine Marcela Mesa-Rodas
Reginald Delosreyes Miclat Jr.
Cinthia E. Milian³
Laura Chandler Milo
Priscilla Moreno
Jessica J. Mosley
Marissa Ann Mouton
Tanya Victoria Needham³
Berina Nevesinjac
Kathy V. Nguyen
Maï Tram Thi Nguyen¹
Tay Thy Nguyen
Tim Quang Nguyen
Steven Prescott Nichols¹
Emeka Callista Nnabuife²
Leila C. Ofobez
Precious Nnedimma Ogu²
Stephanie Orozco³
Alexander Jordan Pacardo
Laquondra Syrina Patterson³
Thais M. Pedrosa
Andrew Pennick
Judy Peraalta
Amanda Joann Perkins
Katharine Mateer Perry²
Kristzina Petho-Robertson
Ariyln Michelle Phillips
Dana S. Pierson
Suraïya Prasla
Cindy M. Rachal
Ashley Marie Radmacher²
Shawana D. Reagans
Bailey Christine Rice
Kelly Monique Richardson
Maria V. Romero
Mary V. Ruffin³
Consuelo Marie Ruiz
Melinda R. Rushing³
Jael-Leila Ayoub Saleh
Carolina Salgado
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Maria Ximena Sanchez
Ashley Ann Sartor
Pavel Savinov²
Meredith Leane Scott
Andrew Nicolas Seifert³
Jaweria Seth³
Benjamin Bong Shin
Syeda A. Sidhra
Kent P. Simmonds³
Chrystal Joy Sisk
Toni Michele Smith³
Kellie Suzanne Smith-Yarbrough³
Amanda Kay Snyder²
Sandy Solis
Mackenzie Lynne Spellman²
Neila V. Starratt¹
Katie Nicole Sullivan
Dung Tuyet Thai
Kristin Hope Thames
Alicia Michelle Thomas
Stephanie Jane Tillery
Andy Wayne Toy²
Michael Vo-Duy Trinh
William Russell Turner
Andrea Lee URESTI³
Jennifer Chucle Valdivia
Laura Leigh Van Metre
Jyothis V. Varghese¹
Laresha Renee Warnell
Jennifer Ann Weber
Holly Nichole Welch³
Craig D. White
Sherin Zarghouni²

Sociology
Olubimpe Aibusumo
Phillip O. Aleman
Elizabeth Sosa Bailey
Robyn Kathleen Bajema³
Phillip Ross Berlanga
Kara Kimberly Bratcher
Travis James Campbell
Veronica Campos¹
Sarah Ann Cannon
Charde NicholeCarethers
Brandon Joseph Chizer
Sean Christopher Coleman
Jermaine Anthony Conner Jr.
Brittany S. Davis
Jamie Victoria Davis³
Daniel Juan De La Pena
Trang-Thu V. Duong²
Kayla Yvonne Edwards
Nicole Escalante
Stephanie Rene Garcia
Elisa Ramona Gonzalez²

Tyrell Jamal Graham
Roxana S. Hebert
Nakia Sha'nai Holmes
Cedric Houston
Taylor O.D. Landers
Alberto Luis Mancillas
Karina Martinez³
Christine Yvette Nieva
Erik L. Perez³
Daphne Dauphine Sherrard
Jahn B. Smith
Sage Soria
Lauren Mikel Thompson
Kingdell Villareal
Angela M. Williams
Shelly M. Williams
Jennifer S. Wolff³

Theatre and Dance
Frances J. Botello
Jonathan Wesley Colunga³
Raisa Rodrigues Da Costa
Tiffany Michelle Duke
Melissa Rae Duprey²
Niesha I. Esene³
Katrina Marie Fernandez
Rebecca Kay Hendley
Andrea D. Jackson²
David S. Kelly
Jennifer Marie Klonizchii
Matthew Michael Lusk
Colleen Kelly McDermott³
Nadia Catrice Pitts
Kendra Elizabeth Skipworth¹
Tracie Lane Thomason¹
Lashmi Vergara²
Alfred J. Waneck
Jennifer A. Wigle
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COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Biochemistry
Roberto Carreno
Glen Legge, Ph.D., Advisor

Biology
Stephen Donald Huff
Yuriy Fofanov, Ph.D., Advisor
Chen Liu
Amy Sater, Ph.D., Advisor
Melissa Pagel
Anne Colbert, Ph.D., Advisor

Chemistry
Flor M. Cabrera Aparcana
Karl Kadish, Ph.D., Advisor
Xiaohui Cai
Karl Kadish, Ph.D., Advisor
Pawilai Chinwangso
T. Lee, Ph.D., Advisor
Han Fang
Bernard Pettitt, Ph.D., Advisor
Prem Kaewkunrri
Arnold Guloy, Ph.D., Advisor
Imee Su Martinez
Steve Baldelli, Ph.D., Advisor
Chau L. Nguyen
James Meen, Ph.D., Advisor
Dimitrijs Sabasovs
Olafs Daugulis, Ph.D., Advisor
Catherine Martin Santos
Chengzhi Cai, Ph.D., Advisor
Jaykrishna V. Singh
Eric Bittner, Ph.D., Advisor
Varadee Vongsavat
T. Lee, Ph.D., Advisor

Geology
Xuan Guo
Henry Chafetz, Ph.D., Advisor
Felipe Alberto Lozano
Janok Bhattacharya, Ph.D., Advisor
Damayanti Mukherjee
Shubhak Khan, Ph.D., Advisor
Sergio E. Sarmiento
Shubhak Khan, Ph.D., Advisor
Yijie Zhu
Janok Bhattacharya, Ph.D., Advisor

Geophysics
Arianna Lisi
Aibing Li, Ph.D., Advisor
Maria Rojas
John Castanga, Ph.D., Advisor
Rui Zhang
John Castanga, Ph.D., Advisor
Zhengyun Zhou
Fred Hitelman, Ph.D., Advisor

Mathematics
Arjun Beri
Ilya Timofeyev, Ph.D., Advisor
Preeti Singh
Vern Paulsen, Ph.D., Advisor

Physics
Joaquin Ambia Garrido
Bernard Pettitt, Ph.D., Advisor
Heather Mae Cowardin
James Benbrook, Ph.D., Advisor
Nilanjani Das
Ching Chu, Ph.D., Advisor
Charo Ivan Del Genio
Kevin Bassler, Ph.D., Advisor
Jie Fang
John Miller, Ph.D., Advisor
Tao Han
Wu-Pei Su, Ph.D., Advisor
Chandani P.K. Rajapaksha
Alexandre Freundlich, Ph.D., Advisor
Indika Asaantha Walimuni
Donald Kouri, Ph.D., Advisor
Julia Christine Wickett
Donna Stokes, Ph.D., Advisor
Huifeng Zhu
Gemunu Gunaratne, Ph.D., Advisor

MASTER OF ARTS

Mathematics
Ming Ying Lisa Chu-Weininger
Yvonne Ruth Perez

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Atmospheric Science
Marc Evan Taylor

Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences
Jeffrey Gardner

Biology
Ashlee Dravis
Nancy Vanaphan

Chemistry
Nissa Cheryl Lansang Garcia
Bethy Kim

Computer Science
Namrata Agarwal
Karthick Ammasti Krishnaswamy
Radheshyam Bang
Gautam Bhatt
Venkata Satya Naga Praveen Bhavaraju
Sara Chaarawi
Ramachandra Chakenalli Nanjegowda
Shravanthi Denthumdas
Wei Ding
Sameer Kumar Gottipati
Wei Guo
Abhilasha Gupta
Sharu Gupta
Samira Ishwar Hemrajani
Anup JayaPrakash
Hyoung-Joon Jun
Subramanya Chaitanya Kandala
Manas Madhao Kawale
Naga Chandana Koritala
Divye Kumar
Surendra Lakkaraju Venkatasai
Ubaid Mustafa
Malarvizhi Nachiappan
Saravanjan Natarajan
Oluwakemi Adefunmike Ola
Chintan Dhirenkumar Parikh
Anusha Sethuraman
Abhishek Shirvastara
Sridevi Tadimeti

¹ Summa Cum Laude
² Magna Cum Laude
³ Cum Laude
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

MAY 2010

Tayfun Tuna
Pramod Reddy Vanga
Karthik Vangala
Karthik Vemuri
Swathi Verma
Song Wei

Geophysics
Paul Sargent Davis
Carmen Amalia Dragoi
Jason Ennis Duke
Carley Freer
Daniel Bryant Imrecke
Scott Ryan Krueger
Barry Jon Shaulis
Kellen William Springer
Jiannina Isabelle Bastidas
Maria V. Brito Sardinha
Gabriel Domingo Gil Latorre
Jeremy Daniel King
Kenny Wing Lew
Krista D. Mondelli
Dip Shankar Nanda
Miguel A. Silva

Applied Mathematics
Michael Thomas Vogel
Yao Yu

Mathematics
Brandon Michael Lee
Sun Rye Lee
Yue Qin
James David West
Lan Zhang

Physics
Roya Eftekhar
Kao-Chen Liang
Carol Voight

BACHELOR OF INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENCES
Kathryn Leigh George
Donice Marie Hartman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences
Victoria Imaobong Akpaedem
Caleb J. Allen
Rachel Nicole Blackmon
Manika Chawla²
Hoang Anh Quoc Dao
Mavis Dao³
Kristine T. Dematta¹
Adolfo Dwight Diaz²
Keydy Diaz
Andrea Carolina Diaz Diaz
Quynh Ngoc Diep
Andrew Thien-Khoi Dinh¹
Julia Anne Dittoo
Hannan Isam Elquza¹
Felicitas I. Ezenwaenyi
Joseph George Ghessein
Joshua Ricardo Hidalgo
Sabrine A. Hoteit
Benedict Onyi Ifedi²
Kyle Thomas Mays³
Ebrahim Mustafa Mogri³
Vikram S. Mulla
Clare Elise Nguyen²
Toan Duc Nguyen
Iris Nira
Stephanie Y. Ogunrinade
Carmen V. Perez
Amber Michelle Peterson
Lanchi T. Pham
Jared Alexander Pinkston
Christian Rodriguez
Mon Ly Sam
Somin Shin
Faisal Ahmad Siddiqi
Rita Evelyn Sirrieh²
Long Ngoc Van³
James Thomas Varughese
Victoria My Vo³
Nader Zamani¹
Julyana Elizabeth Zelaya²

Biology
Aisha Iman Abdullah³
Mariam Tanvir Afzal
Michael Agholor¹
Shariar Akter¹
John Moran Alfeche
Sobiya Ansart²
Paul Antaby
Summaila Zubair Anwar
Vathsala Madhuri Ariyaratna¹
Ciro Ariza
Richard Chace Auzenne³
Norma I. Balderas²
Benazir Abdul Berveen
Gregory James-Joseph Boyle
Robert Thomas Brown
Ken Si Cao
Smithi-Ann Franco Chakkakalakal²
Christine Marie Chen
Mehdi M. Cherkaoui
Kevin Chuang³
Vanessa E. Danas-Castillo
Lauren Brittany Davis³
Andrea Carolina Diaz Diaz
Kim Dinh²
Ngoc Cam Khac Dinh
Thy Doan
Ogechi Linda Duru
Jacqueline N. Ekeoba
Emilie Minh-Phuong Faucheau
Kim T. Fung
Brenda Garcia
Jody D. Gee
Violet Gelowani
Amanda Catherine Gerbitz
William Burke Ghozali
Juliette Giron
Jose I. Guevara
Neera Gupta
Lillian Ha
Farzan Syed Hassan
Rhoda Mbilinyi Hellela
Soulmaz Heydari
Donte Rayshard Hicks
Annie Ho
Lucas Charles Isenhart³
Sherin Jassim Jacob³
Ashley Liz Joseph²
Mayank Kansal
Brady C. Kelso²
Nabeel A. Khan¹
Nadir Zuhaib Khan³
Shachi Harivadan Khatri²
Bunrith Koy²
Danielle Ruth Mendoza Lagman³
Timothy Carlos Lamb
Sylvia Sok Le¹
Karen S. Leal
Kate Lingamfelter
Yan-Chun Liu³
Ruchi Maheshwari
Laura Patricia Mansilla²
Farhaan Gulamabbas Merchant
Naznoush Motahari
Nazaneen Dehyouri Mousavi
Robert I. Naghi
Sara Diann Nasab
Francis John Ngo
Christie Anna Nguyen³
Dinh Quang Tran Nguyen²
Dung Phuong Nguyen³
Duong H. Nguyen
Janet Ngoc Thao Nguyen
John Ngoc Nguyen
Justin Nguyen
Mary Thuy Nguyen
Ngan Ngoc Nguyen³
Quoc-Bao Dinh Nguyen³
Thao Nguyen
Vivian Tuvy Nguyen
John Thomas Nuelle
Carl O. Nwannunu
Chinedu Agu Oji
Emmanuel O. Oni³
Elizabeth Orozco
Anika R. Patel
Dipal Patel
Sunny Bharat Patel¹
Bichlien Tina Pham
Thu Anh Pham²
Laura A. Philmon
Srinivas Pushpala²
Mohammed Maruf Qureshi¹
Huma Rahman²
Jose Antonio Ramirez Jr.
Mercedes G. Riley³
Sailakshmy Sadhu
Sundus Sattar
Katherine Lorraine Serrano³
Medha Sharma³
Grace Shi
Nicole Natascha Shojari³
Sameer Siddiqui
Mark Thomson Skillern²
Pawan S. Suri
Jincy Thankachen²
Teresa To³
Juan M. Toj Jr.
Anthony Long Tran
Katherine C. Tran
Phuong Nam Tran
Roshane S. Tubbs
Ifeanyi Arinze Uba
Lincy Varghese¹
Manual A. Vila
Anhthy Vo
Julie Vo
Minh Quoc Vo
Anh Xuan Vu

Binh Q. Vu³
Jacyln Tran Vu
Patrick T. Vuong²
Tham Thi Vy
Sakara Mialisa Waller
Mark Anthony White Jr.³
Jessica Shaniece Williams³
David M. Zakharia
Sarah Rehmat Zaver

Biology–Medical Technology
Stephanie Fiabee Halliday

Chemistry
Ibironke Taiye Ajayi
Monsurat Motunrayo Akinyele
Brian James Berger
Wen Shao Cao
Stephanie A. Cole
Fatumata Dembele
Kim T. Fung
Anh Hoang L. Huynh²
Tony Huynh
Ellis L. Jeff³
Oladipupo E. Kuyinu³
Sheeba C. Mathew
Huy T. Nguyen
Luis Carlos Ortiz
Shyam Champak Panchal¹
Lucy Lieu Phan
Nam Phan
Michael Timothy Robinson²
KyOnese Patrice Taylor
Alexander Tran
Katherine C. Tran
Angeline M. Williams
Thomas Gregory Wright

Computer Science
Palak Prakash Desai²
Adam Daniel Smith
Mohammad Asad Zafar

Computer Science–Business
Medha U. Chittal
Kaleb Dragutin Fulgham¹
David T. Ibarra

Computer Science–Software Design
Hussain Nasir Abbasi
Mohammad Afnan Baqai
Ryan D. Dean¹
Jekee P. Desai
Edgar Gutierrez
Dinah Lagman
Nicolas Andrew Prescott²
Evan Susanto
Michelle Mai Khanh Tran¹
Beata A. Wlodarczyk

Environmental Science
Emily Marie Black
Kay J. Leatherwood
Yuet C. Li
Barbara Lauren Schmeitz
Ming Yan Calvin Tsang
Johnathan Wayne St. Andry Weiss

Geology
Lindsay E. Ainsworth
Faisal Al Khelaif
Blake Daniel Austin
Khalid Bargah
Daniel Lee Buechmann²
Joel Chacon
Lindsay Marie Dumas
Kevin J. Foto³
John C. LeBas
Bradley James Mills
Denet Pernia²
Ashley Blake Thackeray
Casey Ryan Warshauer

Geophysics
Ismail Ahmad Abir
Ali Alfaraj
Wism Al Kawai¹
Osama Al Nasery²
Khalid Bargah
Nicholas Andrew Brooks
Paola Alejandra Rodriguez-Gonzalez

Mathematics
Sara M. Barber¹
Yesenia Cabrera
Adrian Benjamani Daniel
Maria E. Gallegos
Neil Mukesh Gandhi
Corey Allen Henderson¹
Melissa Jean Howard
Quang D. Khuat
Natalie C. Ladner
Adnan Najeeb Lakhani
Evan Lim
John Michael Llewellyn³
Samantha Erin McKinney
Wai Hin Ng¹
Randhi Lochana Panapitiya
Vy T. Phan
Jennifer Lee Scollo
Courtney Diane Scott
John Zach Thurman
Elizabeth Ramsee Williams

Physics
Corey Allen Henderson¹
Navya Teja Kurre
Ian S. Sear
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COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

MASTER OF TECHNOLOGY

Construction Management Technology
Ligy Ann Abraham
Swati Ashok Gadre
Jared Martin Lucher
Steven S. Suchma

Engineering Technology
Ahmed Safwat Abdel-Aleem
Christopher Daniel Freyer
Nikhil Chandra Godalla
Ashwin Kumar Juvva
Teddy Ezenwa Onyenaucheya
Rajeve Suraneni
Surya Prakash Upadhyayula

Future Studies in Commerce
Christopher Ryan Fair
Morgan Draper Kauffman
Darko Lovric
Melissa Ann Luna

Network Communications
Vern Ashley Gerson
Swetha Rani Kodipaka
Julian Naranjo
Sree Ramachandra Murthy Ryali
Radhika S. Zanwar

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Human Resources Development
Awrens T. Alshalan
Jessica Latrice Brisy
Nereyda Deyanira Castillo
Michael Remington Chen
Allison Lauren Koenig
S Sheryl Lynn Kovach

Technology Project Management
Maryam Sadiq Chaudry
Subramanaya Srikanar Ganti
Prashanth Murugan
Obinna Chibuzo Nzelu

Technology Project Management–Information Systems Security
Brian Lee Compton
Steven Charles Griesmyer Jr.
Victor T. Jones
Kejun Liu
Patricia Long
Srikanth S. Murali
Sunil Srinivasan
Andrew R. Wicklund
Karthik Yetukuri

Technology Project Management–Logistics Technology
Mark A. Kimmey
Blake E. Morgan

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Engineering Technology Department
Biotechnology
Brandon G. Bell
Trinh Vu Nguyen³
Chih-Hao Tsai

Computer Engineering Technology
Abhinash Babashyam
Clark Christensen Calvin
Vishnu Chowdavarapu
Christopher Montero Cooper
Leonel Cortes³
Cerindie E. Daguilar
Philip N. Heidorn
Mychael Steven Houck
Umail Khalid
Hoang Huy Le
Jeffrey E. Lowery
Mauricio E. Martinez
Carlos Medina³
Jesse Kimani Mwangi
Nam Quoc Nguyen
Thanh Ryan Nguyen
Jeremy Geoffrey Swaby
Viviana Verastegui
Oscar Eduardo Verduzco
Prentiss L. Walker
Scott C. Wang¹

Construction Management
Eric C. Albright
German Miguel Blanco
Christopher R. Boerger
Michael G. Burkholder
Vincent Nicholas Crimeni
Moussa Dabo
Stephen Nicholas Falletta
Eric Rene Flores
Kevin Monroe Fogarty¹
Bobby W. Gloria
Marcos Geraldo Gonzalez
Juan Adolfo Guerrero
Martir DeJesus Hernandez
Miguel Angel Hurtado
Oscar Luis Leal Jr.
Raul Martinez
Eric James Molina

Alexander Paul Monzon
Daniel G. Mullins
Minh Quoc Nguyen³
Tony Tuan Nguyen³
Antonio Perez
Scott Ryan Picard²
Roberto Ramon Jr.
Ben Rogers
Michael H. Rouse Jr.³
William Richard Saunders
Kevan Mychal Shletton
Timothy Lael Swisher
Luis Carlos Venegas Jr.³
Martha Maria Villanueva
George William Wallace III
Hans C. Wammel

Electrical Power Engineering Technology
Alan I. Chavez
Mark Phillip Gardner Jr.
Arnoldo Guerrero
Blair Christopher Guidroz
Thomas Foster Hill
Tyler Cole Millen²
Tuoyo Kelly Oteri
Adam Panciera
Jefferson Eugene Parker
Ganesh P. Ramjit
Carlos A. Reyes
Jametra F. Stitt
Jose Walter Torrico³
Benjamin Lee Williams³

Mechanical Engineering Technology
Bing Bai
David L. Bockoven II³
Cameron Parker Croft
Nathan Charles Davis²
Carlos R. Gramajo²
Chris A. Harman
Hassan Adam Kobeissi
Charlese Yun-Ling Lam
Eric Joseph Leffler
Jason Ross McNabney
Brad Stevens Mercadal
Travis Patrick Murphy
Nathaniel Younger Neal
Phillip Huy Nguyen
Ceasar Nunez
Christopher Anthony Pinard

¹ Summa Cum Laude
² Magna Cum Laude
³ Cum Laude
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Geoffrey York Powers
Jose Manuel Santos
John V. Terracina
Danny Danh Truong
Rolland Thomas Wooten

Surveying Engineering Technology
Rafael G. Gonzales¹

Human Development and Consumer Sciences Department

Consumer Science and Merchandising
Celestine Joy Adair
Erica Necole Banks
Stephen Travis Bolлом
Tiffany Elaine Carpenter
Taisha Moné Cauley
Kimberly Irene Cegielski
Tanya S. Copeland
Tina Giangtien Dao³
Elizabeth De la Garza
Hosanna Yael Dupree
Christina Garza²
Rocio C. Garza
Tammy Lynn Gloston
Breann S. Guidry
Richard Handoko
Ally R. Hignett
Lesley Cailin Honeycutt¹
Shaun Hulin
Jason Allen Joachim
Jennifer Elyse Joe
Ta J. Kuo
Barry Weston Laird
Dellbert Forsyth Lawson
Meng-Kang Lee
Thy H. Mai³
Benjamin Jason Moser
Elaina Michelle Nordstrom
Alejandro Oliveros
Lauren Elizabeth Overbey
Madeleine Ross Pope³
Alan Puac
Kathy Ramidzan
Brandon Marquis Richard
Derek S. Robinson
Jennifer Serrano
Melanie Jan Sherman
Bradley Keith Sullivan
Andrew Alan Tackett
Kimberly Diane Trant
Travis Tully
Kelly J. Vargas
Jake Anthony Vasquez
Rosario Vera
Ginny Ginn Wagner

Danny George Walker
Leila Rae Wolfe

Information and Logistics Technology Department

Computer Information Systems
Rahim Karim Ali²
Jai Amien Anderson
Jacob Andrew Bekken³
Ronny L. Brehm²
Noe Castro Jr.
Tepbumroong Chantra
Bo Jen Chien
Laura Daniele³
Izet Dautovic³
Adam Nicholas Ferreira
Cathy A. Dixon Gilmore²
Shea Ragan Hatcher²
Charles W. Haynes III³
Angela Denise McGahen¹
Anthony Russell Morello²
Rahul Kumar Nirmal²
David John Norelid²
Patrick Bing-Shui Poon²
Warren Jonhenri Potter
Jamal Farouq Rehman³
James Michael Salas³
Ian Yu Tü³
Donald Earl Willis Jr.

Supply Chain and Logistics Technology
Phillip Joseph Auzenne Jr.
Farhan Zuber Chhapra
Ian Christopher Ellis
Justin Hodnett
Humin Lin
Joseph Alan Little³
Melissa Elaine McWhirter³
Sandra Aide Medina
Olukayode Kamal Okusanya
Jose Manuel Ortega
Chris Eugene Pipkin³
Andrew William Richards
Chaz R. Rodriguez
Dhruvan Sampath
Joseph Lawrence Townley
Chad Austin Woolam²

Organizational Leadership and Supervision/Technology Leadership and Supervision
Robert Benjamin Bobeck
Ovie Cade Jr.
Christopher William Callinan³
Evelyn Campos
Kimberly Chee³
Timothy Mark Clark
George W. Ellis³
Glenda P. Fonseca
Eric Ivan Herrera
Mark Alan McDaniel
Adam Thomas Miller²
Timothy Don Monroe
Jesse James Nobles
Erin Lauren Rice
Raymunda M. Rojas
Patricia R. Romero
Dallas Duane Smith¹
Shelly Marie Tarpley
Bryan James Theriot
Lorraine Trevino
Dorian Vazquez
HONORS

Undergraduate students who complete their degree requirements will graduate with the stated academic honors if they achieve the following grade point averages earned in the last sixty-six (66) hours completed at the University of Houston. The final designation for honors is determined by the Provost’s Office upon final completion of all degree requirements.

- 3.75 to 4.0  Summa Cum Laude
- 3.50 to 3.74  Magna Cum Laude
- 3.25 to 3.49  Cum Laude

THE HONORS COLLEGE

The Honors College at the University of Houston offers its members special opportunities to develop fully their academic abilities. Students who complete the graduation requirements of The Honors College, including a senior honors thesis or senior honors project, graduate with “University Honors and Honors in Major,” the highest undergraduate award conferred by the university. Undergraduate students who complete all requirements of The Honors College and who complete a senior honors thesis or project in a field other than their major graduate with “University Honors.” Undergraduate students who complete all requirements of The Honors College for the thesis or project graduate with “Membership in The Honors College.” Other students, while not members of The Honors College, graduate with “Honors in Major” upon completion of a senior honors thesis or senior honors project.

GERALD D. HINES
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE

University Honors and Honors in Major
Ronald Jason Ammon
Aaron Michael Grant
Mireille A. Zinu Kameni
Honors in Major
Rafael M. Morales
Huong N. Nguyen
Maria G. Oran
Athena K. Patira
Jonathan M. Shelledy
Sanja Zilic
Membership in The Honors College
Ethan Kahlil Hassan Dehaini
Kiza Forgie

C. T. BAUER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Honors in Major
Jimmy Dung Diep Lam

Membership in The Honors College
Laura Juliana Acevedo
Rani Lalita Aggarwal
Erika Ann Alonso
Sarah Masaud Baaba
Patrick Brian Bricarell
Catherine N. Carter
Ana Dedelic
Justin Michael Doland
Scott Austin Henry Grass
Sarah A. Hassan
Duyen Ngoc Ho
William Allen Maher
Anne Marquez
Laurent James Nocca
Alfonso Jose Olvera
Michael Todd Patterson
Edelmira Noemí Pena
Islara U. Rodriguez
Samuel John Waddell
Zachary Luke Waller
Dawn Princess Winston

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

University Honors and Honors in Major
Maria Pulsifer
Godfrey Rodrigues
Membership in The Honors College
Cristina Frydrych
Franco Martinez
Mary McAdams
Dominique Ochoa

CULLEN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

University Honors and Honors in Major
Gregory Robert Bohuslav
John Stewart Hemmick
Max Lingamfelter
Honors in Major
David Bass
Corey Francis Hryc
Carlos David Rueda
Membership in The Honors College
Rachel Elizabeth Clark
Aaron Bruce Damm
Rachel Ann Zdena Danek-Jones
Christina A. Dang
Donald R. Forgie
Joshua M. Kovitz
Michael Duy Leba
Mason James Ponsonby
Daniel Unate
The roster of graduates and candidates for graduation does not include the names of those students who chose to withhold information under the Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act.
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Dear University of Houston Graduate,

You made it! So let me start by extending a well-deserved congratulations to you and the family and friends who supported you during your time at UH. From here, as you pursue new professional and personal goals, remember that you follow the path of more than 220,000 alumni who have walked before you. In everything you do, in all you undoubtedly will accomplish, your pride is shared by the entire UH alumni family.

Now, let’s make that pride official.

On behalf of the Board of Directors of the University of Houston Alumni Association, I encourage you to join the Alumni Association for only $20. That’s a special discounted rate (from $50) reserved only for new graduates. To join, visit www.myCougarConnection.com.

But joining is only the first step. We need alumni who are active; we need alumni who take advantage of their many membership benefits. As a new grad, check out our short-term medical insurance discounts. Show up to one of our networking events and maybe score a new job or a new client. Stop by an alumni tailgate party before a football game. Submit a class note for publication in UH Alumni Quarterly. Use your membership card to purchase discounted tickets to events at the Moores School of Music. Just be a visible, active Cougar.

It’s also worth knowing that every member helps UH get closer to Tier One status. So, you’ll get the cool membership perks, but you’re also helping provide scholarships and making UH even better and stronger than it is now.

I’ll leave you with the parting advice of simply keeping your Cougar connection strong. Whether your destiny takes you around the corner or around the world, always remember that you’re a Cougar, and always let everyone know it. Being a member is one of the best ways to do that, and we promise to make you as proud of your alma mater as we already are proud of you.

With best wishes,

Judie Lilie ('95)
Chair, Board of Directors
University of Houston Alumni Association